Pesticide Application Techniques
To reach the top in this business... you need the right tools.

The Arborist's ladder of success can have rotten cores, gnarly bark, and falling branches. And it's climbed every day, under every imaginable condition. That's why New England Ropes is committed to making the best Arborist ropes and accessories in the world.

Our Climbing Ropes, Bull Ropes, Safety Lanyards, and Accessory Cords are preferred worldwide for their high-quality construction and durability. Why? Because we know that Arborists need strength, safety, and performance on the job. Anything less is unacceptable.

From our Braided Safety Blue, an industry standard, to our Sta-Set, every rope, lanyard, and accessory cord has met our rigid quality control specifications and will perform admirably under the pressure of any job.

So, before you even think about climbing to the top, make sure you have the right tools in hand; New England Ropes.

For the name of the dealer nearest you, please call or write us:

NEW ENGLAND ROPES

New England Ropes • 848 Airport Road • Fall River, MA 02720
Tel: 508.678.8200 Fax: 508.679.2363
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Aerial Rescue

By: Jeff Lee
(909) 319-7003

Sponsored by The Bishop Company for the advancement of our industry.

It was a sunny Saturday morning. Blue birds chirped their sonnets, and the morning dew glistened on the emerald grass as the Widow Carter lovingly tended the vegetable garden in the backyard of her cozy cottage, awaiting the arrival of her certified arborist, Big Al Fontaine.

As the Widow paused and straightened her back, she remarked to herself that the ancient Ash in the yard next door was really too tall for the neighbor boy to climb. Amazing what hazards a child will endure to rescue a $2 kite! Before she could give the matter another moment’s reflection, her thoughts were shattered by the sickening crunch of a branch giving way under the youngster’s weight. Helplessly, he plummeted downward, but mercifully became wedged in the crotch of the tree, injured and bleeding badly.

At that exact moment, Big Al drove up in his ‘64 Dodge like manna from heaven. Instantly, he assessed the situation and calmly instructed Max Bunyan, his trained and faithful companion, an ISA certified treeworker, to don his trusty saddle and rescue the injured boy. As Max ascended the tree, Big Al started EMS (Emergency Medical System) by dialing 911 on his cell phone.

After several minutes, Max lowered the boy safely to the ground. Fortunately for the lad, the Widow Carter, after more than 60 years as a practicing midwife, had kept her CPR and first aid credentials current. Selflessly, she administered first aid until paramedics arrived.

Obviously, everything went right in this scenario, but this rescue effort was no accident. Because of the inherently unexpected nature of aerial rescue, there is only one key to success - Practice, Practice, Practice. You, too, may one day save someone’s life. Hmm...that’s an ability that really makes a difference. This is a situation where money and profitability don’t matter.

Certification is like a badge of accomplishment, but the real test of your ability is the real life situation. To be prepared to perform a rescue at any time under unforeseeable conditions is the real point of constant training. You never know when an injury might occur or who it might happen to. Your ability to act calmly and remain focused on the rescue, and your readiness to act are the crucial elements. There is also an added benefit - your knowledge of aerial rescue and the training you dedicate can never be taken away. This is a skill that is yours forever.

Who knows - one day, you may be asked to fill the shoes of Big Al, Max, or the Widow Carter! Contact your local ISA chapter for more information about Aerial Rescue Certification.
Enlightenment Through Education

This morning I received a complaint letter from a homeowner who was furious over his experience with an unscrupulous arborist. The arborist was to do a routine pruning job on the homeowner’s property. An estimate was given, the arborist was hired and the date was set. The homeowner later had an emergency that forced him to be out of town on the day the work was to be done, but, because of an upcoming event to be held in his yard, he really needed the work done on schedule. The arborist and the homeowner talked and it was agreed that the work would go on as planned. The homeowner would leave a check for the payment. In good faith, the homeowner left the check as agreed. The arborist? Apparently he showed up. The homeowner returned to find his trees untouched and the check cashed. Of course, he immediately called the arborist. The person answering the phone at the arborist’s number denied that the man in question could be reached there.

In frustration, the homeowner wrote to me to ask for help. His letter stated “… there were many arborists to choose from in the yellow pages, but I picked this guy because he had your logo in his ad. I figured if he was a member of your organization, he must be a professional.” As it turned out, this particular arborist was not a member of the National Arborist Association. He was yet another abuser of NAA’s logo and its copyright, displaying it illegally in his advertising to gain a credential to which he was not entitled.

A great number of NAA members closely monitor who is or is not using the logo in local advertising. They diligently report copyright violators to the NAA in an effort to defend what rightfully belongs to them: the high status of professionalism associated with being a member of a professional organization. These members know that consumers do make choices and use of the NAA logo can separate quality organizations from fly-by-night outfits in the customer’s mind. It is the value of this extra edge, as well as the pride of operating a first-rate company, that makes some NAA members cringe when the Association insists that copyright violators join the Association (at triple the normal member price to cover damages) or face legal action. They claim that these scoundrels are an insult to the profession and should not be allowed to join the Association, ever.

While it is true the NAA could choose to force each violator to stop using the logo in advertising and leave it at that, the Association maintains that a greater good can be performed for the industry by bringing these folks into the fold and educating them about the standards of the industry to which they belong. It is our belief that ignorance, not malice, is responsible for most of the unprofessional activity that occurs within the industry. Through education, we can raise the image of the industry in consumer’s minds and raise standards in the entire industry for ourselves.

That unscrupulous arborist caused more damage for other arborists in his area through one selfish act than years of good work and good advertising can restore. That homeowner will forever tell the story of that bad apple in tree care. Some day, though, if this arborist joins the Association, networks with his colleagues and reads about ways to uphold professional standards, he might come to understand how his poor behavior cost him more money than it made.

Amelia Reinert
Deputy Executive Director
National Arborist Association
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Terex Telelect Hi-Rangers are simple to use, readily available when you need them and especially cost effective for tree care operations.

Incorporating input from leading arborists around the country, Hi-Ranger XT-S Series aerial devices optimize performance and value. The XT-52 has a working height of 57 ft., the XT-55, a working height of 60 ft. Both provide 42.2 ft. of side reach in the work zone. Impressive lower and upper boom rotation ranges add to access capabilities.

For more information on Terex Telelect Hi-Rangers, see your Terex Telelect distributor or call (605) 882-4000, FAX (605) 882-1842.

*Terex Telelect is ISO 9001 certified.*
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Sometimes you feel like a **Disc** and sometimes you feel like a **Drum**

The Disc's 45° angle feed enhances chipping power of the Model 280XP, while the Model 1890's drum has less of a dead spot. Both units have the proven, efficient Bandit two wheel hydraulic feed system and large chipper openings. Each produces uniform, dimensional chips and virtually eliminates the need to trim. Whether you need a disc or whether you need a drum Bandit has the machine that will take the cost and work out of disposing of tree removals and waste.

At Bandit we are constantly striving to improve existing models and to bring new innovations to life in an effort to better meet your needs.

**BANDIT INDUSTRIES, INCORPORATED**

6750 MILLBROOK ROAD • REMUS, MI 49340 PHONE: (800) 952-0178 OR (517) 561-2270 • FAX: (517) 561-2273
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TCI's mission is to engage and enlighten readers with the latest industry news and information on regulations, standards, practices, safety, innovations, products and equipment. We strive to serve as the definitive resource for commercial, residential, municipal and utility arborists, as well as for others involved in the care and maintenance of trees. The official publication of the non-profit National Arborist Association, we vow to sustain the same uncompromising standards of excellence as our members in the field, who adhere to the highest professional practices worldwide.
John Deere is a well-respected leader in forestry equipment. New POWERTECH 8.1 L engines offer traditional John Deere reliability, ease of service, and plenty of power for demanding forestry applications.

With a torque rise that's steeper than ever, the POWERTECH 8.1 L engine delivers easier load-starting, better low-speed driveability, and superior lugging power. And it can maintain peak torque to as low as 1,200 rpm.

Fuel can be one of your most costly equipment inputs. That's why the best-in-class fuel economy of the John Deere 8.1-liter engine is so important when compared to other engines in the same power range.

The latest electronic engine controls help give the POWERTECH 8.1 L engine the power, torque response, and fuel efficiency you need – exactly when you need it. It's another one of the valuable differences you get with John Deere engines.

Specify Deere Engines By Name
1-800-J D ENGINE (1-800-533-6446) • e-mail: jdpower@deere.com • http://www.deere.com/jdpower
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Proper Application Pays in Many Ways

By Mark Garvin

Public perceptions
The use, misuse and perceived dangers of pesticides has become a very emotional issue for the public. Arborists who use pesticides often find it difficult to understand the points of view of those who are adamantly opposed to their use in the urban landscape.

Too often, opposition among the public (or a much smaller core group of activists) is based on a lack of information from the tree care industry on the safe use of pesticides. Part of this is the fault of the tree care industry, which hasn’t done a good job of explaining the uses and environmental effects of pesticides.

Arborists need to present a clear message to the public: pesticides can be used safely in the environment. This is not a news bulletin. What will make the news, however, is a chemical spill or adverse reaction. The best way to avoid both is to learn and follow proper pesticide application techniques.

Consumer reaction
In general, there has been an increase in environmental activism over the past 30 years. This concern has spread beyond the United States and Europe to include the world. A large majority of Americans consider themselves environmentalists, and they are concerned about the pesticides used on their properties—even as they pay for treatments. They worry about the effects of pesticides on their children, and they worry about the perceptions of their friends and neighbors. It is in the best interest of arborists to reduce risk, whether to ease public perception or avoid possible litigation.

Just as we are seeing increased research and concern over second-hand smoke, we are seeing more and more concern over pesticide drift among neighbors of clients. The same type of peer pressure that has made smoking a socially frowned-upon activity is headed toward clients who order pesticide treatment.

The concerns with pesticides really began in the lawn care industry. Nevertheless, since tree care companies shoot their pesticides into the air, with the accompanying possibility of drift, activists and neighbors have targeted tree care for the past decade.

More and more neighbors are raising concerns about use, and more seek notification before use. Most recently, activists have been seeking advance notification requirements through state legislatures. Legislative and grass-roots activity has been the heaviest on the East Coast and West Coast, but these sorts of issues tend to expand nationally.

The whole issue of pesticide drift isn’t
going away. Therefore, the only good business decisions for tree care companies are to communicate accurate information on treatments, apply pesticides properly and reduce risk.

Recent legislative activity regarding pesticides has focused on water-quality issues. The federal Clean Water Act, which was amended last year, shines a bright light on non-point source pollution with a particular focus on nutrient and pesticide runoff. Changes also include enhanced citizen right-to-know provisions.

What can arborists do?

Organizations such as the National Arborist Association and International Society of Arboriculture have promoted a plant health care approach to caring for trees for many years. ([A complete program, from diagnosis to marketing, called Plant Health Care - A Guide to the Plant Health Care Management System is available from the ISA.])

Why should your tree care company be involved in promoting environmental awareness? In many cases, you already are. You may not promote your environmental awareness to the public in a coherent way—or you may make that a major part of your marketing strategy. Either way, promoting proper application and environmental awareness creates an opportunity for your company and this industry to raise the level of credibility. In this way, you can change people’s perceptions.

If activists and neighbors of clients believe tree care companies are the cause of pollution, then by introducing and promoting environmental awareness and stewardship arborists can be recognized as the people who solved the problems.

If we do not regulate ourselves, then the government’s level of regulatory scrutiny will rise. The industry will be regulated, one way or another. It is far better to promote self-regulation than invite the government to write new rules. The tree care industry has the expertise, not state or federal regulatory agencies.

All but the most radical activists want pest management of some sort. What they don’t want is over-application of pesticides. Tree care companies want pest management, increased business and a lowered risk of secondary contact with pesticides. If a company can achieve this goal, it can create a new market and expand the market to include that portion of the public concerned about pesticides. In other words, there is no disadvantage to the proper application of pesticides.

Application techniques

Proper pesticide application must achieve the desired control, while at the same time be environmentally sound and cost effective. Pesticides must reach and adequately cover the target, while drift must be avoided. Cost effectiveness requires the minimum use of chemicals and the most efficient use of the application equipment to enable the arborist to do the most effective job.

The most technically advanced pesticide application equipment must be properly calibrated to function effectively. Once the appropriate equipment has been selected and properly calibrated, the pesticide can be applied.

The delivery of material into tall trees, medium-sized trees, evergreens or small shrubs—whether you are trying to reach the top, middle or bottom—there is a technique for each. Incorrect technique misses the target, wastes material and time, disregards environmental impact and increases costs by increasing fuel consumption and equipment wear.
Do It Right From The Start

The right start can make all the difference. Prepare the soil properly whenever transplanting, doing landscape construction or laying sod. Always start out with an organic soil conditioner and bio-stimulant like Essential™. Protect delicate hair roots from fungal infection and recolonize soils with Companion™, a microbial inoculate and alternative to chemical fungicides.

Growth Products has over 10 different 100% chelated micronutrients packed individually or in blends.

Arbor Care 15-8-4, Autumn Care 6-12-12 and Triple Ten 10-10-10 are just a few of our specifically formulated liquid fertilizers with Slow Release Nitrogen.

Follow Through

Growth Products offers the professional arborist and landscaper a variety of high quality fertilizers, micronutrients and natural organics. It is easy to use the right product, in the right place, for the right season with our professional line. Call for a Growth Products catalog today.

Toll Free: 800-648-7626

And The Results Will Be Superb

Growth Products, Ltd. P.O. Box 1259, White Plains, NY 10602 Toll Free: 800-648-7626 Fax: 914-428-2780
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Proper application technique requires knowledge as well as skill. The applicator must maintain a column of water, and that column is affected by four forces:

1. Friction impedes the column
2. Gravity pulls the column down
3. Air currents push across the column
4. Spray particles tend to disperse as the spray travels farther from the gun.

Improper movement of the spray gun may prevent the column from reaching its fullest potential. The first step in creating the tallest possible column is holding the gun steady. By doing so, the surges of the pump are allowed to fill the column—one surge upon another.

Rather than point the gun at an angle toward the top of the tree, hold the gun steady and point straight up in order to deliver the spray to its maximum height. As the column grows, it creates air updrafts that can act to maintain the column, but only if the gun is held steady.

As the column reaches its maximum height, the plume forms and begins to tail off in the direction any breeze is coming from. If the gun is moved carefully, keeping one surge under another, the column can be maintained. Stand with your back to any breeze, hold the gun pointing straight up. The column may tail off early because of the air movement. However, by starting with the gun pointed slightly back over the shoulder, the breeze can be used to help achieve maximum height because the breeze will push against the column and help maintain it.

Moving the column forward slower than the air currents will cause the column to fall off short of the target. Moving the column forward too quickly allows the surges to get in front of the column, letting it fall. If the gun movement stays in pace with the column, the column stays intact. The gun points slightly back from the target, then moves forward staying under the column and into the top of the tree. The spray should only reach the top, and not go up and over.

Not all situations will allow the applicator to begin spraying from outside the canopy of the tree. On a tree with a very wide canopy, it is usually advisable to start underneath, using exactly the same technique: back to the wind, under the column, and moving it slowly forward.

Keep in mind the tree is also a windbreak. To decrease the likelihood of spray drift, the applicator may wish to use the protection afforded by the tree canopy. The tree trunk can also be used as a windbreak.

The height and shape of the tree, and the wind direction, dictate where to stand to get the best coverage. If the breeze is moving from left to right, start to the left to spray the top. Move to the sides to spray the sides and in closer to spray the lower extremities.

Visually define the tree canopy in a top, middle and bottom. Each requires a
140 SPECIALIZED TRUCKS IN STOCK!

10+ Units - Just In!
As Low As $860 Per Month*

(1) 1982 Chev Kodia 3208 CAT 5 sp tandem with 15 ton R.O. Crane, Captain's Chair, 80 ft. Hook Height, $42,500

15-ton National crane Model 756 + 35 jb. 102' Hook Height. Mounted on white tandem 240 Cummins 10 sp., $34,900

1987 Int'l 1854 DT466 5sp2sp w/ Radocy 75' sign crane w/ladders. $24,500

1980 GMC tandem V/8 with sky hook 130' sign crane. $26,500

(6) Tree Trucks in Stock
LR50 Asplundh; Aerial Lift; Lift All; Holans; Etc.

1984 GMC; 8.2 Diesel; Auto.; A/B; w/ 52' HiRanger...$29,500

(3) 1988-1989 Ford F350; V-8; 4 Spd.; with Diesel Air Comp. and Gas Welders $12,900 Each

1987 Ford F800; 7.8; Auto.: 12' Utility; Liftgate; NICE!...$18,900

(15) Material Handling Buckets in Stock; 41, 42, 43, 50 & 55; Holan, Asplundh; Telelect, Taco, Etc. Call for List

(10) HIAB; INTCO; National; Etc. Knucklebooms Unmounted Or Mounted $4,500 And Up

(10) 32' to 42' Bucket Trucks; Gas & Diesel...Call for Sale Price

(10) 1 Ton Buckets; 28' to 36' In Stock...Call For Price List

(10) Digger Derricks In Stock! Single & Tandem...Call for List

(10) Chip Body Dumps in Stock; Call For Prices & Descriptions

*10% Down with Approved Credit
1987: $27,900 or $860 Per Month
1988: $31,500 or $940 Per Month
1989: $33,500 or $950 Per Month
Available in Most States

Opdyke's
Truck & Equipment Sales
3123 Bethlehem Pike • Hatfield, PA (Phila. Area) 19440
(215) 721-4444
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slightly different technique to spray. Spraying the top requires a narrow stream to create a strong column. Moving down, the spray column should be widened. This not only gives wider coverage, but reduces the spray volume coming out the nozzle. At the bottom of the canopy, widen the column even more: this saves material, reduces environmental impact and protects the foliage as well.

Always get as close as possible to your target. Don’t try to save time by spraying a smaller plant from 50 feet away with a straight stream. What may be saved in labor is wasted in material—and coverage will probably be inadequate. For spraying small- to medium-sized trees and shrubs, creating a tall spray column isn’t necessary. In fact, it may be necessary to change equipment and adjust pressure to avoid over-spraying and drift.

For small trees and shrubs, special equipment will allow quick spraying from very close to the plant. Don’t attempt to spray a plant from one position. Move around the plant if possible. Spraying in short bursts can prevent waste, and reduce drift and over-spraying. When spraying small plants, widen the column. When spraying foundation plantings, spray away from the building—always with a wide column. Don’t be afraid to bend over and get underneath.

These procedures, combined with a properly functioning and properly calibrated hydraulic sprayer, will enable an operator to apply pesticides to the intended target safely, accurately and efficiently.

As an applicator, you may not realize how much is going through the tree because you are not on the other side. Anything that doesn’t stick to the leaves is of no value. If it goes through or drips down, it is wasted. By learning and following proper pesticide application techniques, you can reduce volume without changing the quality of service.

Conclusion
As a pesticide applicator, you want the public to think of your profession as a protector of plant health, not as sprayers of pesticides. The people who are against the use of pesticides are very active at getting their message into the schools. You should be too.

In the past, the view has been that environmental stewardship was a roadblock in promoting business. In reality, it is a delicate balance that is mutually supportive. Tree care companies and environmentalists have recognized that the problems of the environment can only be solved by working together. Businesses are involved and only businesses can address the problem.

The application methods and techniques in this article were excerpted from the National Arborist Association’s On Target Video Series. For more information on this three-video series, contact the NAA at 800-733-2622.
Just Add Water

ROOTS 2™ concentrate is an advanced complex formulation that promotes rapid root growth and regeneration for seedlings, cuttings, installation, and transplanting.

Non plant-food ingredients:
- Peat Humic Substances: 47%
- Cold Water Kelp Extracts: 21%
- Vitamin C (Ascorbic Acid): 20%
- Vitamin B₁ (Thiamine): 2%
- Vitamin E (Alpha-tocopherol): 1%
- Myo-Inositol: 3%
- Glycine: 6%

Net 16 ounces

ROOTSinc 3120 Weatherford Road • Independence MO 64055

THIS IS THE NEW SOLUBLE ROOTS2™

Use wherever you use ROOTS2™
One 16oz. package in 100 gallons of water
One 16 oz. package equals two quarts of liquid ROOTS2™
Call 800 342-6173 with technical questions
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Cooperating for the Profession

The Executive Committees of the ISA and NAA held an historic meeting on June 16 at the Morton Arboretum in Chicago. The meeting was convened to discuss competition and cooperation between the two organizations—in the past, present and future. It resulted in several decisions intended to promote a stronger relationship between leaders, staff and members of both organizations.

The leadership of both the ISA and NAA agreed that competition between the Associations is both natural and healthy. Nonetheless, because the organizations have not agreed to their distinctive identities and because of officer turnover, competition between the Associations has sometimes resulted in conflict counterproductive to the best interests of the membership of both organizations. Therefore, the leaders agreed to adopt the following framework to facilitate harmony between the organizations and to better serve the expanding needs of the profession:

Organizational Identities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ISA will focus upon:</th>
<th>NAA will focus upon:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>the individual</td>
<td>the company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tree care</td>
<td>business management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>professional influence through research</td>
<td>professional influence through government affairs (regulatory issues)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>education and training aimed at knowledge and understanding about trees and tree care</td>
<td>training and education aimed at techniques and approaches to safety and business management</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Programs, publications and projects should follow the distinctive identities as outlined above. Existing as well as future programs, publications and projects inconsistent with this framework will be reviewed by the new Programs/Publications Cooperative Committee for revisions, elimination or partnership.

Cooperative Committees

Special committees from each organization will meet at least quarterly to:
- Review and forecast upcoming plans for publications and programs;
- Explore areas for fruitful partnership on programs and publications;
- Discuss issues of inconsistency with the framework adopted in the June, 1998 meeting.

Board Member Orientation

To develop consistency in the application of these identities, both Associations will introduce this framework to new Board members during their Board orientation. In addition, the ISA will introduce this framework to leaders at their annual leadership workshop.

Executive Committee Meetings

To enhance open communication and to resolve any and all outstanding issues or conflicts between the Associations, the Executive Committees of both organizations will continue to meet biannually at the Annual Meetings of each.

Staff Exchange

To encourage collaboration between staff members, the organizations will engage in a staff exchange, where one staff member from each organization will visit the other organization.

Newsletter Updates

To promote communication between members, leaders agreed to reserve space in each other’s membership newsletter for updates about Association business and news. The ISA will provide updates to be published in TCI or the NAA Reporter and the NAA will provide updates to be published in Arborist News.

The two organizations invite your questions or comments. The ISA can be reached at 1-217-355-9411 and the NAA can be reached at 1-800-733-2622.

Contact us for your nearest dealer
Tel: (802) 775-4227 • Fax: (802) 773-1275
Visit our web site: http://www.timberwolfcorp.com
118 SPRUCE STREET • RUTLAND, VT 05701
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Inside every container of Alamo® you’ll find a strong, healthy tree. Because Alamo is the only fungicide that’s effective in preventing oak wilt and Dutch elm disease. Just call (800) 395-8873 for more details on how it can help preserve a beautiful environment. Which, as you can see, is what we’re really selling.
It’s safe to claim victory!
On July 21, 1997, the National Arborist Association (NAA) requested that the Occupational Safety and Health Administration cease enforcement of the logging industry standard (CFR 1910.266) for commercial tree care operations. Further, the NAA requested that OSHA sit down with industry safety experts to work together in identifying rules under which both arborists and OSHA could live. OSHA’s Director of Compliance Programs, John Miles, committed the federal agency to granting that request by promising to issue an enforcement directive to all field personnel which would state that logging standards were not appropriate for the tree care industry.

A reasonable six weeks went by before NAA started placing a few gentle-reminder phone calls to OSHA. The phone calls then became more frequent, and letters were sent. “Where is the directive?” we wanted to know. The answer was always the same: “It still has to be reviewed. You’ll have it by Friday.” We wonder, which Friday? During that time, NAA made several visits to Capitol Hill to draw Congress’ attention to OSHA’s stalling and evasive tactics. Support for the commercial tree care industry came from Sen. James Jeffords (R-VT), chairman of the Senate Labor and Human Resources Committee, Sen. Kay Bailey Hutchison (R-TX) and Rep. Cass Ballenger (R-NC), chairman of the House Committee for Education and Workforce Development. Everybody had the same question: Why is it that an industry that had expressed a desire to work with OSHA was being stonewalled by an agency that had committed itself to being cooperative?

NAA became somewhat of a poster-child for what is wrong with OSHA. Senator Hutchison wrote a letter to new Assistant Secretary of Labor Charles Jeffress, congratulating him on his appointment and supporting his goals for a new and friendlier OSHA. She drew his attention to commercial tree care as an example of an industry suffering under the “old” OSHA, where bureaucracy confused common sense and seemingly independent, under-trained field personnel were unnecessarily aggressive toward small business owners. Still, OSHA stalled.

While surfing the Net a few months ago, NAA staff came across an enforcement directive that OSHA’s directorate of compliance programs issued on September 28, 1996. It altered the scope of the revised logging industry standard and applied it to commercial tree care. If you haven’t followed all of this, let’s review...
Day After Day, Year After Year, They Just Keep Working.

Dependable. Easy to maintain. Built to work hard and never take a day off. Altec's complete line of tree care equipment provides you with superior performance and maximum productivity. Our LR Series and LB Series aerial devices combine smooth, efficient maneuverability with working heights to 60 feet, making them the tree care industry's preferred choice. Altec's line of Whisper Chippers are designed with a commitment to excellence and have a proven record of durability and performance. And all Altec equipment is backed by an unsurpassed warranty.

Give us a call for more information. 1-800-958-2555.
The NAA urges all tree care professionals to remember that logging industry standards do not apply to commercial tree care. Do not accept any citation that begins with the numbers 1910.266. If OSHA attempts to cite your company under this standard, call the NAA immediately.

The sequence of events:
- September 28, 1996—the logging standard scope is changed to include commercial tree care.
- July 21, 1997—John Miles promises not to apply logging standards to commercial tree care.
- March 4, 1998—OSHA sends a letter to NAA stating specifically that logging industry standards are, in fact, applicable to commercial tree care.

Surprisingly enough, the timing here is the least of the problems. The 1996 directive essentially changed the law in a manner in which OSHA does not have the authority. When OSHA set about to revise a logging standard, it jumped through all of the right hoops. Notice was set forth in the Federal Register. A scope of the standard was set. A notice and comment period was issued. NAA watched all this very carefully and purposely ignored it. Commercial tree care was not included in the scope of the standard at any time. Then, in 1996, OSHA decided to change the rules. They issued a directive stating that tree care would be covered by the new standard. No notice was published in the Federal Register; no notice and comment period was allowed. Instead, the scope, and therefore the application, of the standard was changed quietly, internally, in whispers.

NAA knew what OSHA should have known... you can’t do that. Congress has passed laws to prevent federal agencies from doing exactly what OSHA did. NAA’s labor law counsel, Steven Semler of Semler & Pritzker, Washington, D.C., sent OSHA notice of NAA’s intent to sue if the matter was not resolved to NAA’s satisfaction immediately. It worked.

During a June 22, 1998, meeting in Washington, D.C., the Occupational Safety and Health Administration withdrew the March 4 letter. Further, a field enforcement directive was issued that logging standards would not be applied to commercial tree care operations. Deputy Assistant Secretary of Labor Emzell Blanton apologized for the “misunderstanding” between NAA and OSHA with true grace. He invited NAA back to the table to work with OSHA to review standards and develop a mutually agreeable standard of compliance. He made promises that were kept and NAA looks forward once again to a cooperative relationship with the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

Amelia Reinert is deputy executive director of the NAA.
Low Mileage Chassis with NEW Bodies!

- Multi Purpose Forestry Bodies Built To Your Specs
- Huge Selection Of Diesel Cab & Chassis
- Low, Low Miles - "Like New" Condition
- Delivery In Weeks Not Months

Don't Settle For Someone Elses Repainted Junk, Let Royal Custom Build The Perfect Truck For You!

Royal TRUCK & EQUIPMENT
Royal Truck & Equipment Inc.
6910 Route 309 • Coopersburg, PA 18036
Phone (610) 282-4090 • Fax (610) 282-8986
www.royaltruckequipment.com
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The nose of a saw bar is most vulnerable to damage from ground debris at the felling site. When this happens, the only choice had been to replace the entire bar, even though 90 percent of it was undamaged. The Sandvik 7000ST Harvester bar enables the operator to replace the nose in the field for around one-third as much as the cost of a full bar. Now the nose alone can be replaced in about ten minutes by drilling out five rivets, placing the new nose at the bar tip and pressing in new rivets, all in the field. Available in most standard bar mounts, the replaceable nose is made of a micro-alloy steel, heat-treated to resist chain wear and provide long life. For more information, contact Mark Weigel, Sandvik Saws and Tools Company, Box 2036, Scranton, PA 18501-2036. Phone: 1-800-828-9893, ext. 241; Fax: 800-877-5687.

Arborists and grounds-maintenance teams seeking a chain saw that can handle cutting across an acre or more of property now have an alternative—the Model 350 chain saw from Husqvarna Forest & Garden Company. The power-to-weight ratio of the Model 350 is 0.48 kw/kg. Its 3.1 cubic inch (50cc), 3.1 hp engine is capable of generating more than 13,000 rpms at top speed, with a weight of just 10.6 lbs. (weight of unit without bar and chain). The saw also features an 18-inch bar and Pixel™ saw chain. Pixel is a reduced kickback chain combining low vibration and high performance. For more information, contact Husqvarna Forest & Garden Company, 9006 Perimeter Woods Drive, Charlotte, NC 28216. Call 1-800-HUSKY62 for the location of your nearest Husqvarna power retailer or visit their web site at www.husqvarna.com

Deutz Corporation recently introduced the 1008 engine series which delivers 14 to 39 hp and is comprised of 2-, 3- and 4-cylinder naturally aspirated and turbo charged 4-cylinder versions. The engines run from 1800 to 3600 rpm. The indirect inject 1008 offers an excellent compact design and power-to-weight ratio. The height is less than two feet and the turbo-charged 4-cylinder weighs less than 250 pounds. These modern engines are environmentally friendly and produce low noise emissions while achieving exhaust emissions compliance. The 1008 series is available in a variety of specifications, including Power Unit and Gen Set dress ready for “drop-in” installations.

MIRK INC. announces the introduction of the “Extra Yarder” chip body package for the professional arborist. The new design incorporates both extra width to cover the tires of today’s larger trucks and extra length to fit the commonly stocked 120-inch cab-to-axle vehicle. The new size has a chip capacity of 21 cubic yards, yet still works well on a 26,000 GVWR truck (not requiring a CDL in many states). The new package includes an industry-exclusive, double-hinged tailgate that opens in half the space of traditional designs. In addition, the package includes a 15-ton dump hoist, a pintle-hook hitch and features a large capacity transverse/underbody tool-box combination. The box combination includes rope, hooks, shelving and extra deep underbody areas for maximum tool storage and optimum organization. Theft-resistant lock rods are also incorporated into the tool-box doors. The “Extra Yarder” chip body package is available as a complete package with a new Navistar cab and chassis. Aerial packages are also available. For additional information call (330) 669-2000.
Wastech Equipment, LLC introduced its advanced EZGRIND 100 all-purpose commercial grinder/hammermill for yard/landscape waste, residential and commercial construction waste, or agricultural applications such as composting. The unit is easily pulled by a three-quarter ton pickup truck. It can be loaded by a small front-end loader or by hand. A hydraulic push ram and a hydraulic feed roller, both of which are variable in speed, feed material into the grinding chamber. The system is adjustable, depending on the product. If you need to grind a small tree, broken limbs or construction waste, set the feed roller high for a manageable product. Or, if you want to re-grind something for compost use, set the feed roller low. It can reduce up to 20 tons per hour of typical yard waste of wood chips. The wood grinding diameter is eight inches. The grinder is powered by a John Deere 4045T Diesel engine with 110-horsepower at 1,950 r.p.m. Standard accessories include paper and plastic feed grate, quick discharge for wet materials and a mulching deflector. Optional accessories include a remote control and paper or plastic feed grates. For more information, contact contact Rodney Bowers at 888-992-7832 or visit their Web site at http://www.wastechequip.com.

The new Backyard Baler compacts piles of trees, shrubs or plant prunings into tight bales. Useful on small jobs that don’t require a chipper, it is fast, safe, inexpensive, and takes little effort. The Backyard Baler comes in two versions, the original Crank version, costs $79, and a Ratchet version, $89. Check out the Backyard Baler’s action in a 60 second animated sequence on the Internet at: http://www.home.fea.net/@hiltord. For more information, contact Baler Products Company, 1048 Irvine Blvd., #403, Newport Beach CA 92660. Phone: 1-888-808-0500; Fax: 949-631-4100; email: hilford@fea.net.

He takes pride in your trees.

Providing you with:
- Fast Reliable Service
- The Right Tools for the Job
- Expert Advice
- A Great (Free!) Catalog
- Professional Tools for the Tree-Care Industry: Hand Tools to Climbing Gear, Pruning Supplies to the Latest Diagnostic Equipment.

Call Now! 800-441-8381
or fax: 888-441-8382

The care you give your trees is important to arborist, Dick Miller. Doing it right is the reason he’s in business.
PLCAA Foundation Changes Name to Evergreen Foundation

The Foundation formerly known as the PLCAA Education & Research Foundation has a new name—Evergreen Foundation—that directors believe better fits its new vision and mission. The name change was approved by a unanimous vote at the Foundation’s April 24 meeting in Atlanta.

“We’ve been working very hard to find a more focused direction for the Foundation,” said Dale Amstutz, Foundation president and president of Northern Lawns Inc., of Omaha, Neb. “Many of its original objectives are no longer relevant. Members of PLCAA told us that there’s no need for us to fund turf research. And many of the educational objectives are best handled by the Association rather than the Foundation.”

One of the main objectives of the Foundation will be to promote green spaces for public use in order to expand the Greenways and Trail System across North America.

The Foundation was established in 1987 to honor the memory of two PLCAA presidents who passed away within a few months—Jim Marria and Bill Fischer. For more information, contact PLCAA at 770-977-5222.

Vermeer Offers Tub Grinder Certification

Vermeer Manufacturing Company recently hosted a dealer Tub Grinder Certification training course to increase expertise of its grinder product specialists.

The program is designed to develop factory-certified specialists within each dealership who are qualified to conduct start-up training in the field and provide ongoing assistance to customers.

The two-day course covered topics such as sales, safety and service training and included hands-on operation of Vermeer’s TG400A with loader. The training also provides participating dealers with factory assistance through a resource library of operator, maintenance and parts manuals, as well as an Operation and Safety videotape of its grinder products.
When it comes to insurance, CNA looks at businesses from all perspectives. In fact, CNA has been designing customized programs for more than 25 years. We even have one that's pruned to the exact needs of the tree care industry. It's more than basic property protection, it offers coverages for underground storage tank pollution, transportation of designated pollutants, other limited pollution and pesticide/herbicide applicator.

To see how we can branch out for your business, call 1-800-CNA-6241.
At face value, the tree care industry does not appear to be one which would immediately need computer technology or “cyber-space.” What use would computers and the Internet be for a business built around plants, tree trimmers, saws and bucket trucks?

But computer and information technology can be an incredible tool for any industry. Tree care companies that embrace technology and use it to their advantage will be the ones to prosper in the digital age.

A couple of Davey field employees once told me that when chain saws first hit the market, nobody wanted to use them. People thought they were dangerous, and besides, the speed saw was the way to go. Today, I doubt many arborists go out to the job site without a chain saw.

In the green industry, today’s technology tools face a similar audience. High-tech tools, such as computer hardware and software and CD-ROM and systems like the World Wide Web (WWW), which appear threatening now, may be the very same things arborists and landscapers will be using in the future. Why? Because this technology speeds up the job and increases your visibility. It allows you to make presentations to your customers using a wealth of visual material and information, it provides wider access to training programs and it increases your
Computers and digital technology are on the verge of providing an unprecedented new level of access to information. Massive amounts of material can now fit on a single CD-ROM; and literally millions of Web sites are posting information on the Internet, thereby creating the world’s largest public library—all available from your home or office.

The CD-ROM will remain the most popular means of electronically distributing information, until the WWW assumes the position of dominance. CD-ROM drives are now as common as floppy disk drives in personal computers. And CD-ROMs themselves can be easily distributed and provide a common platform in which to store and read information. As an example, an entire set of encyclopedias can fit on one CD. Many publishers are taking advantage of this tool as an information vehicle by producing reference and training materials, problem solvers and landscape design applications in CD-ROM.

One interesting product is the Kodak PhotoCD. This works by allowing you to send slides or negatives to Kodak, where they will be formatted on a CD. A nice feature here is that you get the photos back with several different resolution options. Kodak can store about 150 images (pictures) on a CD. You can utilize the digital images from the CD for everything from designing brochures to creating presentations. One interesting use would be to format photographs of customers’ landscapes on the PhotoCD. The images could then be imported into digital landscape software where landscape elements could be added or deleted.

And this is just one example of how we are transitioning to a digital world.

On a global scale, the Internet is on the verge of redefining how we (both as a society and in the green industry) collect, process and distribute information. Everything from tree and landscape inventories to sales and order processing to employee training and certification will be influenced by Internet technology and the World Wide Web.

Computers and other Web-enabled devices are now able to access and deliver information. Corporations, organizations and individuals can create Web pages and databases of information that you can access from your desktop computer. So instead of requesting that a CD be mailed to you, you can download the information from an online database. The research material you need is, quite literally, at your fingertips.

Just imagine having access to every public library in the world—including every book or photograph or every movie that has ever been produced—all from the comfort of your home. Realistically, you don’t even have to stretch your imagination too far! Books, pictures and films are all being digitized and put into databases as online distribution channels are developed.

A simple way to think of the Internet is computers “talking” to computers.
you jump online through a service provider, your machine can communicate with others no matter where they are located. The key here is that the Internet is decentralized—any company or person around the world can create information bases on the Internet that you or any other company or person can access.

One of the CDs we just received at Davey has links to the Internet as well. So, if you cannot resolve a problem offline using the CD, you can take it a step further and dial your computer into the Internet to access another database.

The Internet is platform independent. That means you can access it no matter what type of computer hardware you have. The Web browser provides a common “window” to the information. Plus, there is a new class of inexpensive devices that are essentially just web browsers. One product is the Web TV—a device that hooks up to your television in much the same way as your VCR. Web TV’s benefit a user who might not need all the features of a desktop computer or might not have time to operate a Windows 95 computer (or worry about their hard drive crashing), but they can turn on a TV and use the remote control.

You can see that computer technology is becoming more and more easy to use. Most people can connect the VCR to the TV. If it is just as easy to hook up the Internet, many more people will be able to use it.

Information available via the World Wide Web is growing every day. Thousands of corporations, colleges and universities and non-profit and government organizations have Web sites. Green Industry sites include the International Society of Aboriculture, the National Arborist Association and Davey Tree. I periodically search green industry Web sites to find out what new information and databases are available. Some sites are beginning to feature membership directories, some are putting their publications online and others offer references and links to other industry sites.

And this technology is making the world smaller. Through the WWW, we can see events occurring throughout the world instantly. With email, we can communicate quickly and efficiently, even talk real-time, to anyone at anytime on any other place on the map.

One of my favorite stories involves soldiers who returned from World War II. For some reason, the army let them keep their radios when they were discharged. They took them home and started to do radio broadcasts. Of course, these small radios would only broadcast 10 to 20 miles, but people would stay up on Saturday night and wait for these men to do their radio broadcasts.

At the time, people thought this would
Get the Arbortech Advantage - the combination of quality equipment, knowledgeable customer service and quick delivery you can't get anywhere else.

**ADVANTAGE: ARBORTECH**

Our quality forestry bodies provide the professional appearance you want without sacrificing the strength and durability you need. And with a wide variety of sizes & options to choose from, you're sure to find a truck body that meets your needs.

Arbortech equipment is guaranteed with our 3 year, No Rust No Bust Warranty.

Our sales staff can make it easy to get a work-ready chip truck package with one phone call. With our extensive chassis pool and wide variety of chip box combinations and optional equipment, you're sure to find the high-quality work truck you want.

We serve you close to home with three plant locations in California, Oklahoma and Ohio, for quick delivery.

Call now to find out how the Arbortech Advantage can benefit you!

1-800-255-5715
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The new innovative Port A Wrap friction brake from Buckingham Mfg. Co., Inc. is unlike any other on the market today. With the addition of a second eye, the user can attach a block and tackle, using an ascender to his rigging line and hoist up a limb, preventing it from coming in contact with a house or power line. For added safety, a formed rope retention bar has been added to eliminate the possibility of losing a wrap, even if your rigging line slacks. Available in two different sizes in either nickel-plated or black painted finish.

For more information, call Customer Service at 1-800-937-2825

Buckingham Manufacturing Company, Inc. | 1-11 Travis Ave., PO Box 1690, Binghamton, NY 13904
Toll Free: 1-800-773-2400 | Fax: 607-773-2425 | www.buckinghammfg.com | Email: sales@buckinghammfg.com

For More Information call: 800-587-6656

Buckingham Presents Buck Port A Wrap II

Evolution of the Internet

The Internet was created by Advanced Research Projects Agency (ARPA) in 1969. The original Internet was created during the Cold War as a research project of the Department of Defense in conjunction with military contractors and universities. ARPANET, as it was called, was an experiment into the possibility of a communications network that could survive a nuclear war. The original network was used to facilitate email, the transfer of files, and support online discussion groups. In 1990 HTML allowed for the creation of graphical information sites. The World Wide Web was born and usage of the Internet has been growing at about 40 percent annually.

Today the Internet is similar to radio in its early days. Everyone has the ability to design and post a Web site. The Internet allows organizations such as the NAA, ISA and Davey Tree to provide information for public access.

At Davey, we have a database called the “Davey Body of Knowledge,” that allows us to store, index and access information (documents, slides, pictures, PowerPoint presentations, etc.). The Body of Knowledge works like this: Once information such as a picture of a tree or mite or a research paper is scanned into the database and indexed, everybody at our company has access to it. We have approximately 2,000 images and hundreds of documents and journals in the system now, and have only been working on this for a year.

The Web is a wonderful way for us to communicate with our customers. On Davey’s homepage we present “Tree Talk” which allows people, homeowners included, to receive answers to their tree and plant questions. We receive about 20 queries per week, ranging from, “My turf died and I live in Florida, what happened?” to “My trees have these funny webs on them and are suddenly starting to die.” Davey’s technical specialists respond via email and we index common problems and questions in a database. We already have hundreds of questions compiled in the database; and it is our hope that as the database grows, it will start to answer the questions itself.

Technology is also changing the way

Bob Coleran
Family Tree Company
Hanson, Massachusetts

"Now I have labor doing other things because cleanup is a one man project. I save time, injuries and money. And better yet, morale is up!"

Buckingham Manufacturing Company, Inc. | 1-11 Travis Ave., PO Box 1690, Binghamton, NY 13904
Toll Free: 1-800-773-2400 | Fax: 607-773-2425 | www.buckinghammfg.com | Email: sales@buckinghammfg.com

For more information, call Customer Service at 1-800-937-2825
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we will train employees. At Davey, employee education is moving away from book-based coursework. With computers and digital technology, we are bringing training into a multimedia and interactive arena where students proceed at their own pace. Online testing and grading also provide immediate feedback to the student. Multimedia introduces color pictures, sound, and even film and animation. For example in a recent training program on pole treating, we used the sound of a hammer hitting a utility pole to illustrate what a bad pole sounds like.

Davey training was once almost 100 percent paper-based, with the core being a program called DITS, the Davey Institute of Tree Sciences. To participate in DITS, the student had to pass a series of take-home, booklet-based extension courses. The booklets were cumbersome to distribute and time consuming to grade. Now, with the help of Kent State University and others, we have created the Davey Institute Online, which makes the extension courses and other training programs available via the World Wide Web.

The Davey Institute Online takes elements of technology—digital video, animation, color graphics—and combines them with traditional educational tools. At any time, day or night, DITS students can access the web site to take lessons. But it won’t just be for Davey employees. Eventually, the courses will be offered to the industry. And in the future, Davey’s instructors will be able to teach classes through video conferencing technology on Davey Institute Online. Students will see teachers in full motion, explaining topics in tree care and performing demonstrations. The technology is not quite there yet, but it will be soon. Although these new tools seem far-fetched, at the current rate of technology development they are right around the corner and are being driven by large organizations such as MCI, Time Warner and Microsoft.

Davey’s goal is to not only develop a well-trained workforce but to foster life-long employee education. There will always be new techniques, new certifications, and new industry philosophies for employees to learn to advance their careers and stay current in a rapidly changing work environment. By providing education via technology, Davey can help its employees advance.

By utilizing the latest technology, the green industry will not, ultimately, replace people. There will always be new climbing or pruning techniques. But as these field methods change, instead of it taking years to disseminate the information through books, speeches and lectures, we will broadcast the news electronically. That is the future of training and information dissemination.

Albin Dearing is the supervisor of systems development for The Davey Institute. He can be reached via email at adearing@davey.com. This article was excerpted and adapted from a presentation at TCI EXPO ’97.
The F/P 130 & F/P 140 FIREWOOD PROCESSORS
Your choice: either SELF-POWERED or PTO (30 HP or larger) Tractor.

- Cut & Split 6-10 cords per day
- Hydraulic chain saw (.404 chain)
- Professional 16- or 25-ton splitter
- Standard 4- and 6-way wedges
- & 12-foot skidway
- Optional LIVE deck available

PTO Firewood Processors from $14,500
SELF-POWERED Processors from $18,250

Ask About Our Package Discounts on Processors & Conveyors
For Information & Video Call 800-261-9301 or (802) 773-9301
Brute Manufacturing Corp., RR 2, Box 314, Rt. 103, E Clarendon VT 06759

Events & Seminars

August 2 - 5, 1998
International Society of Arboriculture
74th Annual Conference & Trade Show
Birmingham, England
Contact: Lisa Thompson, 217-355-9411

August 14 - 16, 1998
ALCA Sales Symposium
Westin Galleria Hotel
Dallas, TX
Contact: 800-395-2522

August 17 - 20, 1998
Historic Landscape Preservation:
Making Maintenance a Priority
San Francisco, CA
Contact: Maggie Perry, 415-561-3030.

August 17 - 21, 1998
ISAA '98: Fifth International Symposium
on Adjuvants for Agrochemicals
Memphis, TN
Contact: Allan Underwood, 901-537-7260

August 20, 1998
1998 Michigan Turfgrass Field Day
Hancock Turfgrass Research Center
Michigan State University
Contact: Kay Patrick, 517-321-1660

August 21 - 22, 1998
ALCA Masters in Mgmt. Seminar
Hotel Sofitel
Chicago, IL
Contact: 1-800-395-2522

August 27, 1998
"Plant & Tree Identification"
DNR/Forest Service
Riverdale, MD
Contact: 410-768-0830

September 2 - 4, 1998
ISA Florida Chapter's Annual Conference
& Trade Show
Orlando, FL
Contact: Joe Samnik, 813-786-8128

September 7-9, 1998
32nd National Arboriculture Conference
Technical Seminar and Trade Exhibition
University of Stirling, Scotland
Contact: 011 44 794 368717

September 15, 1998
"Hazardous Tree Evaluation"
DNR/Forest Service
Riverdale, MD
Contact: 410-768-0830

September 17, 1998
"Mutually Beneficial Solutions to Tree/
Utility Line Conflict"
Trees & Utilities Regional Workshop
National Arbor Day Foundation
Kansas City, MO
Contact: 402-474-5655

September 18 - 20, 1998
"Touching Trees: Dr. Shigo 'On the Inside'"
Dr. Alex Shigo
Paul Smiths, NY
Contact: 518-327-6232

September 25, 1998
Climbing Skills Workshop
California Arborists Association, Inc.
San Mateo, CA
Contact: Denise Buffham, 707-254-8862

September 27 - 30, 1998
Gateway to a Greener Future
Society of Municipal Arborists 35th
Annual Conference & Trade Show
Holiday Inn - Southwest, St. Louis, MO
Contact: Rob Emmett 314-301-1500.

September 30, 1998
23rd Annual Field Day
Hampton Road's Agricultural Research
and Extension Center / Virginia Tech
Virginia Beach, VA
Contact: Bonnie Appleton, 757-363-3906

September 30 - October 2, 1998
1998 Annual Training Conference
Pacific Northwest Chapter ISA
Eugene, OR
Contact: 503-585-4285

October 2 - 3, 1998
Money DOES Grow on Trees
Western Chapter ISA Conference
Tucson, AZ
Contact: Dudley Marburger, 520-792-4669

October 5 - 7, 1998
"Trees, People and the Law"
National Conference
The National Arbor Day Foundation
Lied Conference Center
Nebraska City, NE
Contact: NAF, 402-474-5655

continued on page 34
Our Big Picture Is Made From Many Parts

ACRT is a mosaic of talent. A team of versatile professionals with expertise in specific areas of utility/urban tree management and arboriculture training provides you with the most complete, most versatile, most seamless resource available. Best of all, ACRT is independent with no ties to any tree care organization.

UTILITY FORESTRY SERVICES

• Contract Utility Foresters
ACRT contract utility foresters supplement staff, provide specialized expertise, and serve as part-time system foresters for utilities too small for staff foresters.

• Utility Tree Manager™ For Windows®
Using Windows 95 or Windows NT, all line clearance data is organized into a user-friendly database for cost effective vegetation management.

• Cooperative Tree Manager For Windows
This special version of ACRT’s Utility Tree Manager for Windows is for cooperative and municipal utilities.

• Tele-Time
From any touch-tone or cell phone, a crew foreman can quickly, efficiently and accurately enter the crew’s time directly into a utility’s computer.

URBAN FORESTRY SERVICES

• Contract Urban Foresters
ACRT contract urban foresters can supplement staff, provide specialized expertise or function as the city forester on an as-needed basis.

• Tree Manager For Windows
ACRT’s popular Tree Manager program now uses Windows 95 or Windows NT for the demanding task of managing urban trees.

• Community Tree Manager
This version of ACRT’s Urban Tree Manager for Windows is for smaller communities.

• GIS/GPS
An urban forester can just point and click to graphically view tree locations using ACRT’s Geographic Information System and Global Positioning System technology.

TRAINING RESOURCES

• Custom Training
Customized workshops combine classroom with field training to meet your precise needs. Hosting an on-site course can minimize work disruption and expense.

• Training Manuals

• Institute Courses
Workshops and courses are taught on a regular basis at the ACRT Institute of Arboriculture & Urban Forestry in Ohio. Dates and costs are listed in our free catalog.

• Job Corps/JTPA
ACRT trains the tree workers that the industry needs through its Job Corps and Job Training Partnership Act (JTPA) tree trimmer training programs.

Since 1985, ACRT has been serving a growing number of utilities, municipalities and commercial arborists throughout the United States and Canada. For complete information on the services we offer, call, fax, e-mail or visit our Web site.

ACRT, Inc.
2545 Bailey Road
P.O. Box 401
Cuyahoga Falls, OH 44221-0401
800-622-2562
FAX 330-945-7200
e-mail: askacrt@acrtinc.com

Tree Manager is a trademark of ACRT, Inc. Windows is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation.
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October 7 - 10, 1998
31st Annual Conference
American Society of Consulting Arborists (ASCA)
Napa Valley, CA
Contact: Kristine Freund, 301-947-0483

October 8 - 9, 1998
"Micro-Organisms: Understanding Their Role in Tree Life and Death"
Dr. Alex Shigo
Portsmouth, NH
Contact: NE Shade Tree, 603-436-4804

October 16, 1998
Equipment Maintenance
California Arborists Association, Inc.
San Mateo, CA
Contact: Denise Buffham, 707-254-8862

October 17, 1998
A Day of National Service
National Arborist Association
Arlington National Cemetery
Washington, DC
Contact: Mark Garvin, 800-733-2622

October 18 - 20, 1998
NE Chapter of ISA Annual Meeting
Burlington Radisson
Burlington, VT
Contact: 217-355-9411

October 23 - 25, 1998
73rd Annual Meeting & Tree Expo
New Jersey Shade Tree Federation
Pleasantville, NJ
Contact: Bill Porter, 732-246-3210

November 5 - 7, 1998
TCI EXPO '98
National Arborist Association
Baltimore Convention Center
Baltimore, MD
Contact: 800-733-2622

November 10 - 13, 1998
Turf & Grounds Exposition
New York State Turfgrass Association (NYSTA)
Syracuse, NY
Contact: NYSTA, 800-873-8873 or 518-783-1229

November 14 - 17, 1998
ALCA Landscape and Ground Maintenance Conference
The Opryland Hotel
Nashville, TN
Contact: 800-395-2522

December 9 - 11, 1998
45th Turf Conference & Trade Show
Rocky Mountain Regional Turfgrass Association (RMRTA)
Denver, CO
Contact: 303-770-2220

January 26 - 31, 1999
Winter Management Conference
National Arborist Association
Caesar Park Cancun Golf & Beach Resort
Cancun, Mexico
Contact: 800-733-2622

When You Build The World's Best Stump Grinder . . .
You Power It With a Kohler

KOHLER engines

Model - 691SP
20 HP Kohler Engine

DOSKOCIL INDUSTRIES, INC.
1324 Rialto Ave.
San Bernardino, CA 92410
(909) 885-0988
FAX (909) 381-4743
Altec Industries, Inc. Used Equipment Center offers Quality Pre-Owned Aerial Lifts for the Tree Care Industry

81 1994 Altec AN755P’s. Each of these units have: 60’ working height, single handle control, lower boom isolator, single, two (2) man platform and liner, full steel, line body, all are mounted on either Ford or GMC diesel chassis 33,000GVW, Caterpillar 3116 or Ford FD 1060 210 hp diesel. All have automatic transmissions (either MD3060 or MT653). No-spin rear ends, Air Brakes, All are Michigan Frost Law legal.

Ask about our written nationwide warranty on certain units.

Contact us today for a quote that meets your needs 1-800-95-ALTEC

205/620-3500
Se Habla Español
visit our web site at http://www.altec.com
Choose Products/Services to find selection of used units available now!

Birmingham, AL • Indianapolis, IN • Plains, PA • Pomona, CA • St. Joseph, MO
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During President Clinton's first term in office, he issued a "zero-based policy review," which required all federal agencies to review standards from the ground up. Any duplicative language, outdated or irrelevant standards were to be removed or rewritten. The Department of Transportation, which wrote its current standards in the 1930's, ruthlessly weeded through its own rules and came up with a few changes that will positively impact commercial tree care.

Immediate relief comes in the form of the Materials of Trade Exception for HAZMAT. Materials of Trade are hazardous materials carried on trucks for the purposes of 1.) protecting the health and safety of the driver, such as fire extinguishers and insect repellant; 2.) supporting the safe operation of vehicle, such as starter fluid; and 3.) supporting a principle business which is not transportation.

The DOT has recognized that there is a difference between vehicles on the road for the purpose of transporting goods and vehicles on the road to support a business. Trucks hauling goods, like chemical fertilizers, for delivery to your local Wal-mart must observe all HAZMAT rules for interstate commerce. Arborists carrying a small amount of chemical fertilizer for application to trees on their trucks are now exempt from the full force of HAZMAT. What this...
means for tree care companies is that, regardless of vehicle weight, the materials needed to properly care for trees and operate trucks may now be carried on company vehicles without all of the paperwork compliance headaches. Specifically, businesses that qualify for the Materials of Trade Exception (M.O.T.) are exempt from carrying shipping papers, carrying emergency response information, placarding and formal HAZMAT training and record keeping.

Determining a business' eligibility for the M.O.T. exception is not difficult. If all hazardous material carried is for the sole purpose of carrying out the primary business; if less than eight gallons of gasoline, 66 pounds of flammable solids or 400 gallons of diluted mixtures (such as pesticides) are being transported; if all hazardous materials are properly labeled with the common name of the substance, and there are no more extra vehicle-related chemicals than those required to support operations of the vehicle, then the business is eligible. Company owners do not need to apply for this exemption. It is automatic if the business qualifies. However, employers need to maintain all commercial driver's license (CDL) requirements regardless of M.O.T. status. Also, all drivers carrying any amount of hazardous material must be aware that they are transporting the material and must be informed of all M.O.T. requirements.

Other changes in DOT rules include clarifying rules about CDL requirements and drug and alcohol testing. According to John Mulcare, state director for the US Department of Transportation in New Hampshire, most motor-carrier non-compliance with DOT rules comes from ignorance of the law rather than evasive intent. Many motor-carriers are confused about whether or not they are required to follow CDL rules because they do not fully understand the meaning of a "gross vehicle weight rating" (GVWR). This is important because it is the weight of your vehicle, not the purpose of the vehicle, that determines CDL demand. To clarify, a CDL is required under any of the following circumstances:

1.) The vehicle weighs over 10,001 pounds and is engaged in interstate commerce. Interstate commerce is not defined solely by whether or not drivers cross state lines during their daily work activity; it also includes interstate sales and purchases. This means that if your vehicle weighs 10,001 or more pounds and you work only in one state, such as Pennsylvania, but bought your chainsaw in another state, such as Kentucky, and then brought that chainsaw back to Pennsylvania for your company’s exclusive use only in Pennsylvania, you are engaged in interstate commerce, and you must hold a CDL. The same rule applies if you buy your fertilizer, tools, business forms, personal protective equipment, etc., in another state. Many employers commonly overlook mail order purchases and insurance when deter-
mining whether or not they are engaged in interstate commerce. For example, if you work in New York, but your insurance agent is in Connecticut, you are engaged in interstate commerce. The quick rule of thumb is to think of commerce as business. If you do any business across state lines, regardless of the type of transaction or whether you are the buyer or seller, you must hold a CDL if your vehicle weighs more than 10,001 pounds. Virtually all arborists are engaged in interstate commerce.

2. The combined Gross Vehicle Weight Rating is 26,000 pounds or more. The key words here are “combined” and “rating.” If your pick-up truck weighs 9,000 pounds and you do all of your business within your home state, you might think you are off the hook for a CDL. Think again. Towing a chipper with that truck will probably tip the scales toward a CDL requirement. It is also important to be aware of the fact that the rule was not designed around the actual weight of the vehicle or vehicle combination. It was designed around the amount that the vehicle has the capacity to weigh. If you get stopped by DOT while towing a full load of wood chips, that load will be considered part of the weight of the vehicle. Motor-carriers will not avoid fines by claiming that vehicles were improperly weighed because they were under a full load.

3. Hazardous materials requiring placarding are being carried. Gasoline is not placardable if less than eight extra gallons, in a DOT-approved container, are being carried.

The rules regarding drug and alcohol testing are another source of motor-carrier confusion. Many business owners mistakenly think that if they are sole-proprietors or if they have less than ten employees, they are exempt from random drug and alcohol testing. This is not true. No matter how many employees you have, regardless of whether your fleet consists of one truck or one thousand, all CDL holders must participate in a random drug and alcohol testing program. Owner/operators of companies must join a random drug testing consortium to ensure the validity of their drug testing. Small companies may also join a consortium if the cost of a drug testing program is too expensive to maintain within the business.

DOT recently reduced the percentage of companies’ CDL drivers that must be tested annually from twenty five percent to ten percent. Only CDL holders must be tested; however, many companies have imposed company-wide testing programs in order to maintain a drug-free workplace. If a CDL holder fails a drug test, the employer must immediately remove the driver from safety-sensitive duty. This means that the employee in question may not drive, nor may they operate any heavy machinery.

WOODSMAN

It's Demo Time!

Call (517) 875-8585
Fax (517) 875-8622

"Your Innovative Leader in the Chipper Industry"
212 S. Pine River St., Ithaca, Michigan 48847
Be aware, and make your employees aware, that the alcohol or narcotics present in prescription drugs and cough syrup can show up in a drug test and cause the employee to fail. Common sense is the guide here: If it makes you sleepy, do not take it and expect to drive or use machines. The over-the-counter cold medication you took this morning could cause an accident this afternoon. For safety’s sake, CDL holders should also be cautious about the effect of “non-drowsy” cold medications. These medicines can cause some people to get a mild “high” or “floaty feeling” if they are sensitive to the drug’s active ingredients. This can be just as dangerous as alcohol or other drugs.

When an employee fails a random drug or alcohol test, federal rules allow, but advise against, the employer dismissing the employee. Many states do not allow dismissal under these circumstances, so check local rules. Regardless of whether or not the employee is terminated, DOT requires the employer to refer the employee to a SAP, or Substance Abuse Professional, for evaluation. If the employee is allowed to continue working for the company, he or she must follow the SAP’s recommendations for rehabilitation, if any, and may only return to work when the SAP gives permission. Once the employee does return to work, he or she is subject to random drug testing at any frequency deemed appropriate by the SAP, within state-directed boundaries. The employer is not required to pay for the SAP’s services or any other counseling for the employee.

Employers of CDL holders have two responsibilities beyond those listed above. Compliance with both will help the employer avoid DOT fines, as well as lawsuits over improper dismissals.

First, the employer must have a personnel policy book which states that the company complies with all DOT rules for CDL holders. If the employer wishes to terminate employees who fail drug and alcohol tests, the policy book must clearly state this. The employer must also enforce this policy consistently. Employers occasionally give breaks to employees that are otherwise very productive, or going through “hard times,” such as divorce. Unfortunately, offering these breaks undermine the effectiveness of company policies and opens the door for lawsuits based on discrimination. Every employee must be treated equally.

The second additional employer responsibility is supervisor training for drug and alcohol use. Every employer of CDL holders must have one designated person in management who has been through DOT approved training to identify the symptoms of drug or alcohol abuse. Although this training is mandated by the federal government, training programs are available through most states. This manager will make all decisions regarding an
employee’s fitness for duty and order drug tests when appropriate. In order to preserve the employee’s rights, these decisions must be made on specific physical symptoms. For example, slurred speech or the smell of alcohol might be two symptoms of alcohol use. The manager may not order drug tests as retribution for any other violation of company policy. For example, the manager may not order a test if the employee is late for work.

Pre-employment testing for alcohol use is no longer required, but the pre-employment drug test remains in effect. Also, written tests are no longer required to obtain a CDL if the driver already holds a state issued class B license.

Real World Driving

Owner/operator CDL holders very likely drive their vehicles for personal use after business hours. Many will be relieved to know that the vehicle and driver are not subject to DOT inspections while operating for personal purposes. This means that if DOT stops you while you are going to dinner with the family on Saturday night, they cannot cite you for not having a fire extinguisher on your vehicle. However, DOT does consider driving time to and from work and between jobs to be on-duty time, and, therefore, subject to DOT regulation. The only exception to the personal use rule concerns transporting alcohol. No liquor is allowed on commercial vehicles at any time.

Company owners might also be relieved to learn that DOT does not investigate anonymous complaints against businesses or CDL holders. If a complaint is issued, DOT requires that the complaint be signed and includes a statement explaining the complainant’s interest in the case and the desired result. Because DOT inspections are generally conducted by state police officers, DOT does not have the resources to pursue nuisance claims. It is more likely that a company will be subject to inspection because the state or local police has flagged a particular business due to higher than average accident rates or insurance claims. Because a DOT inspection can include a review of required paperwork, it is important for all company owners to make certain that all records are properly maintained. This includes accident registers and daily vehicle inspections for fleets of two or more trucks.

The U.S. Department of Transportation works diligently to make information available to the general public and to commercial drivers. John Mulcare urges all fleet managers who have compliance questions to call their local USDOT office for answers. Check your local phone book for a telephone number.

Amelia Reinert is deputy executive director of the National Arborist Association
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1998  This year, Fred Marvin introduces its own line of fiberglass poles and pole extension couplings. The craftsmanship of these new products is second to none. Like Marvin pruners and saw heads, Fred Marvin Associates stands 100% behind its product.
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One of the most important things to remember about DOT compliance is that the rules are different in nearly every state. No matter what you read about changes in Federal DOT rules, for better or worse, check with the DOT in your state to determine whether or not the changes apply to you.
Do Your Homework Before You Purchase Equipment

(Or “How I bought a pickup truck for less than half the sticker price”)

By Susan B. Haupt

Parting with thousands of dollars for new equipment should never be an impulse purchase. Whether you plan to buy a new pickup, aerial lift or chipper, you should marshal your information before you sign on the dotted line.

The main ingredients in this project were tenacity and long-term planning using the following steps:

Step 1

Signed up for a charge card in mid-1994 that would earn credit toward the purchase of a vehicle. Total credits after about 3½ years equalled $2,561.

Start here if your planned vehicle purchase is more than two years away. There are several charge cards that earn credit toward the purchase of a vehicle, some more generous than others. Skip this step if you will be purchasing a new vehicle soon.

Step 2

Started research in 1997 on the vehicle to be purchased; I selected a 1998 compact 4-wheel drive pickup truck with extended cab and premium options. Research included visits to a number of dealer showrooms to gather handouts and brochures and to make verbal inquiries. Information was also obtained from a new-car price service which included dealer invoice price (what the dealer pays), manufacturer’s suggested retail price (also called sticker price), dealer hold back percentage (see page 42 for explanation), and any possible manufacturer’s rebates and/or incentives. The key in all of this is you to educate yourself. Other excellent sources for information include the Internet (which has a large number of sites that contain data and advice on purchasing motor vehicles) and book stores, most of which carry books containing data on both new and used vehicles. Larger book stores have the most information and are quite tolerant when you are just looking.

That is where I gathered most of the data on 1987 pickup truck prices (from a well-thumbed Blue Book). There are also a number of books which contain excellent advice and prices for buying new and for buying and selling used vehicles.

My ultimate research source was from Consumer Reports (800-933-5555). For a fee, they will fax detailed up-to-date information on autos, vans and pickup trucks including prices, rebates, etc. The “up-to-date” aspect is important because many things can and do change, including prices. I learned this while researching. One item increased in cost by 2.4 percent ($22), which was a surprise.

Also, from the time I ordered the vehicle until the time I took possession, my “incentive” increased by 33.3 percent (from $750 to $1,000). Generally speaking, the end of a month or quarter, or toward the end of a model year, you can find lower prices and higher incentives available. My truck was purchased in late rather than early winter, which I believe accounted for the higher incentive rebate I received.

These detailed reports, in addition to the invoice and retail prices, also include valuable, essential information that will help you negotiate a fair price for your new vehicle, as well as advice and recommendations on financing and leasing.

Using the information you have gathered, continue to Step 3 and use as many of the other steps as needed. There are, however, two extremely important points that you need to remember when negotiating the purchase of a vehicle:

- Deal up from the dealer’s invoice price, not down from the sticker price. In the process of negotiating, write down and keep track of all dealer(s) quotes. Don’t let yourself be fooled by the tricks and games some dealers and sales people try to use. Again, the key is to educate yourself before starting to shop, negotiate and purchase.

- Agree upon a firm price before discussing anything else. Don’t talk about the trade-in price for your old vehicle or credits and rebates you may have. Don’t discuss financing or leasing arrangements. All this can and should be negotiated after you and the dealer have agreed upon the final price and put it in writing.

In addition, try not to rely on just one dealer. Work with no fewer than two dealers, more if it’s at all possible. Don’t be afraid to walk away from any dealer who you feel is not negotiating fairly. Be knowledgeable, cordial and firm.

It’s worth all the time and effort. There is just nothing quite like a brand new truck, especially when you can strike a great bargain. To finish the purchase, I:

Step 3

Selected a truck and set up a worksheet with exact specifications. Included in my worksheet were both retail and dealer prices with totals for my information and use only.

Step 4

Contacted four area dealers and faxed my specifications to them. Three dealers showed a bit of consternation and great reluctance to negotiate by fax; one was determined and insisted that I had to come into the showroom. I said I would not. He declined, and not too pleasantly,
to work with me by fax. The two other reluctant dealers did agree to use my method. One dealer, from the start, had no problems negotiating by fax.

Step 5

Received return fax quotes from the three remaining dealers. One had incorrect figures. They were still incorrect on the second try. The third time they finally got it right. Interestingly enough, all three quotes were within about a $100 range.

Step 6

Ordered the truck from the dealer I had selected. I chose to eliminate the highest, who was also the one who didn’t seem to know what he was doing. Then, I asked the dealer nearest to me to match the lowest quote. She agreed to do so and, after more back and forth negotiations, also agreed to give me both front and back floor mats.

Step 7

Discussed trade-in price for my fully loaded 1987 pickup truck. It was in excellent condition, well maintained, extremely low mileage, very good tires and almost no rust. A used-car pricing service quoted $4,490 retail and $2,800 trade-in. The highest offer I could elicit from the dealer was $3,000. I decided to try to sell it myself and trade it in only as a last resort.

Step 8

Researched used-vehicle guides to establish retail price for the 1987 truck. The most optimistic number I could put together was about $5,800, to which I added $700 for low mileage. I did not advertise in the media. Instead, I wrote out the truck’s base price, plus equipment specifics with itemized prices, and let it be known that my truck was for sale (my mechanic, tire people, friends and anybody else who would listen or seemed interested). In addition, using my computer I printed out all maintenance and repair information, with costs, for the previous five years.

A landscaper, the third person to look at the truck, agreed to pay my asking price and gave me an immediate, substantial, cash deposit so that I would not show the truck to anybody else. The cash went into the bank immediately so it would start earning interest. The first person to look at the truck had offered $5,000 and wouldn’t budge. The second person wanted to dicker, which I, fortunately, declined to do at the time.

Final figures for purchasing my 1998 pickup truck:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sticker Price</td>
<td>$22,485</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negotiated Price</td>
<td>$20,658</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mfg. Rebate</td>
<td>-1,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chg. Card Credit</td>
<td>-2,561</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net to Dealer</td>
<td>$17,097</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Less Sale of ’87 truck</td>
<td>$6,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net cost</td>
<td>$10,597</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total difference from Sticker Price</td>
<td>$11,888</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As an extra bonus, I earned about $170 to be used toward purchases in a select catalog/retail store by using a certain credit card to pay for the truck.

My goal was to pay between $300 and $500 over dealer invoice. I paid $450. Estimated dealer’s gross profit was around $1,000, including the dealer hold back. “Dealer Hold Back” is the amount the dealer receives back from the manufacturer, which is based on a percentage of the sticker price.

I chose to negotiate by fax and telephone not only to save time and travel, but to avoid shopping in showrooms. Previous experiences with vehicle purchases had been either uncomfortable or unsatisfactory and irritating. This time, I knew exactly what I wanted and how much I was willing to pay. I was spending my money and was determined to do it my way.

The entire project took planning, time and research, but the effort paid off with significant cost savings.

Susan Haupt is past president of the National Arborist Association and of Haupt Tree Co., Inc., in Sheffield, Massachusetts.
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Or Settle For A View From The Back Of The Pack!

E-Z BEEVER Model 2410 Tandem Axle

E-Z BEEVER Features:
- Extreme Affordability
- High Production Capabilities
- Massive Infeed Openings
- Low and Easy Maintenance
- High Resale Value
- Safe and Easy Operation

E-Z Beever Innovation

Experience the Power!

For More Information Call
The Dealer Nearest You or (800) 362-9010
www.mor bark.com • e-mail: mor bark@worldnet.att.net
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Rigging for Removal Workshops

WHY YOU SHOULD ATTEND!

- Learn from rigging experts, Don Blair, Ken Johnson and Robert Phillips
- Increase your safety and productivity
- Enhance your professional image
- FREE! Rigging for Removal Video Series and companion workbook
- Six ISA Certified Arborist CEU's available

REGISTER TODAY!

Call: 800-733-2622
Fax: 603-672-2613
Mail: NAA PO Box 1094, Amherst, NH 03031

This Systems Approach to Rigging for Removal instills principles necessary to employ most rigging configurations.

Co-Sponsored by Husqvarna Forest & Garden Co.
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Rigging for Removal Workshop Registration

Name ____________________________
Company _________________________
Address __________________________
City, State, Zip ________________

I would like to register for the following workshop:

☐ Palo Alto, CA  September 10, 1998
☐ Portland, OR  September 12, 1998
☐ Cleveland, OH  October 8, 1998
☐ Long Island  Eastport, NY  October 10, 1998
☐ Baltimore, MD  November 19, 1998
☐ Charlotte, NC  November 21, 1998

Workshop Cost:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>NAA/ISA Member</th>
<th>Non-Member</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First Employee</td>
<td>159.95</td>
<td>189.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional Employees</td>
<td>129.95</td>
<td>154.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Each additional employee from the same organization will receive workbook only.

Total $ __________

☐ My company is a member of NAA
☐ I am a member of ISA

Proof of ISA Membership necessary to receive member discount

Payment Method: ☐ Visa/MasterCard ☐ Check Enclosed

Account # ____________________________ Exp. Date __________
Cardholder's Signature _______________________________

Registration deadline: one week prior to each workshop date
November 5-7, 1998

TCI EXPO '98
Is Sooner Than You Think
Visit These Show Exhibitors!

ACRT, Inc.
Customized classes and certification in urban forestry and arboriculture, line clearance tree trimming, electrical hazard recognition, equipment operation and general tree care safety at the client’s location or our training facility.

ADI Tools, Div of TOL Incorporated
Hydraulic pruning tools for the professional arborist.

Aerial Lift, Inc.
Manufacturer of Aerial Lifts of Milford, Connecticut since 1958. Lifts range in height from 3 feet to 75 feet.

Agape Designs
Custom Tree Tee Shirts: Visible messages will help to heighten tree awareness when you wear a Tree Tee. What better way to say what you mean than to wear what you believe in! For work or play.

Altec Industries Inc.
Altec is exhibiting an L42-A Low Profile Forestry Unit and an LB 650.

American Arborist Supplies Inc.
The professional's source for everything that makes the job easier and safer. Come by our booth to see the latest in rigging and safety equipment, reference books, diagnostic tools, saws, pruners and power equipment.

The American Group - Samson Div.
Braided and twisted lowering ropes, climbing ropes and cords. Ask to see our ropes at your professional arborist dealer or contact us at our factory for a free catalog for free samples.

American Safety Utility Corp.
Distributor and manufacturer of arborist supplies including: belts, glasses, hats, rope, pruners, saw and ax sheaths, boots, coolers and first aid products. Tree saddles, climbers, chaps, hearing protection and highway signs and cones.

AmeriQuip
Trailer-mounted aerial lifts including the EAGLE 47-25 foot side reach and 47-foot working height; 360 degree continuous rotation and outstanding portability for easy access.

Arbor Age/Adams Green Industry Publishing
Trade publications serving the needs of commercial, municipal and utility arborists.

Arbor Computer Systems
Computer hardware and software to manage the daily operations of your tree service company. Also: tree inventory, video imaging and PHC, DOS, WIN 95 & WIN NT.

ArborCom Technologies
ArborCom provides a comprehensive technology package enabling arborists to accurately prune & remove trees for sunlight penetration using computer modeling. Show clients the benefits of your pruning recommendations before any limbs/branches are cut.

ArborSystems, LLC
New -- ArborSystem’s Tree Injection Gun.

Arbortech
Arbortech is a leading manufacturer of chip bodies, utility tree vehicles and toolboxes for the professional arborist. With a variety of body sizes and options, one will fit your needs.

Asplundh Tree Expert Company
Our company provides a full range of safe, cost-effective line clearance and vegetation management services to the utility industry.

The Associates
Since 1918, professional leasing services, financing and equipment.

B & B Manufacturing
The WOOD-PAKer turns your waste wood into profits. High production, easily operated and affordable machines. Inquire at booth # 1457.

Bailey's
The world's largest mail-order woodsman supplies company, featuring arborist equipment and the famous Lucas Portable Sawmill, etc. Call 1-800-322-4539 for your free catalog. Established 1975, California and Tennessee.

Bandit Industries, Inc.
The industry’s most complete line of hand-fed chippers. 13 models of hydraulic feed disc and drum chippers, ranging from 6-inch to 18-inch capacity. Also featuring its line of whole tree chippers and the Model 3680 Beast Recycler.

Barnel® International Inc.
Featuring the largest selection in the nation of quality pruning tools, loppers, saws, long-arm pruners and accessories. (The Leader in Cutting Edge Technology.)

Bartlett Manufacturing Company
Complete arborist supplies for the utility and tree care industry. Insist on quality products and service. Insist on Bartlett.

Bashlin Industries Inc.
Manufacturer of climbers, saddles, lanyards, harnesses and tool bags. Distributor of Yale rope, saws, pruners, extension poles, traffic safety devices and West Coast boots.

Bayer Corporation, Ag, Division
Turf and ornamental insecticides and fungicides.

Blue Ridge Arborist Supply
Arborist tools and supplies, including ropes & lanyards.

Bone Safety Signs
Professional safety signage products for the arborist industry. Makers of temporary traffic control devices.

Buckingham Roofing Company
Arborist rope manufacturer.

Buckingham Mfg. Company, Inc.
Buckingham offers numerous styles of climbers, saddles, lanyards, scabbards and other products for the professional arborist. Many new products will be displayed, including: The Velcro Cinch Pad. The Buck Port-A-Wrap II and many new features on the ArborMaster saddle designs.

Burnley/Racine Hydraulic Tools
Commercial Racine hydraulic tools.

CAG, Inc.
Financing and leasing for the arborist industry.

CNA Commercial Insurance
The CNA business insurance program is designed to meet the specific needs of the tree care industry. For additional information, contact your local CNA agent or call CNA at 1-800-CNA-6241.

J.P. Carlton Company, Div. DAF, Inc.
Professional stump grinders - ranging from 25 hp self propelled to 106 hp turbo diesel - highest quality, most advanced machines available today.

Chesapeake Engine Distributors
Distributor, Kohler engines, featuring the latest technology in air cooled engines.

Climb Axe, Ltd.
Distributor of arborist carabiners, professional rope and climbing accessories.

Columbian Rope Company
Since 1904, manufacturing quality ropes for the arborist industry.

Contemporary Products Inc.
OEM and after market manufacturer & supplier of fiberglass aerial lift buckets and polyethylene liners.

Corona Clipper
Manufacturer of the finest quality hand pruners, hedge shears, loppers, saws and tree pruners.

Creative Automation Solutions
Arborware® “The Business Solution for Arborist, Landscape and Lawn Care Professionals” software. Manage unlimited customer transactions from estimates to receivables, PHC, IPM, routing/scheduling, inventory and more.

Creative Sales, Inc. (CSI)
ACECAP™ MEDIACCESS™ Systemic Implants for trees. A “closed system” for delivering fertilizers, micro-nutrients or systemic pesticides directly to the tree being treated.

continued on next page
DJR's New Leaf Apparel
Wholesale caps, T's, sweats, uniforms. First-quality or irregulars. Plain, embroidered, screen-printed logos designed and promotional products.

Data Transmission Network (DTN)
DTN Weather Center provides instant access to comprehensive, time-sensitive, weather information. Receive over 120 continuously-updating weather maps and NEXRAD radar maps that can be put into motion.

The Davey Tree Expert Company
ArborGreen Tree & Shrub Fertilizer, tree industry consulting and software services.

Deutz Corporation
Manufacturer of air and liquid-cooled diesel engines in the 6-600 hp range used to power chippers and stump grinders.

The Doggett Corporation

Doskoci Industries, Inc.
Manufacturer: stump grinders, self-propelled stump grinders, brush chippers, hydraulic brush chippers, chipper mulchers, mini chipper mulchers, disc chippers and root cutters.

EnginAire
EnginAire pre cleaners save on engine maintenance, lower cost, extend air filter life; full line of air pre cleaners to meet full line of engines.

Engine Distributors Inc.
Ford, Deutz and Kubota industrial diesel and gasoline engines. Other locations: Archdale, NC and Jacksonville, FL.

Excalibur DMM
DMM Carabiners! - Aluminum or steel of various sizes and locking mechanisms. Exciting new designs! Some that are straight gate, bent gate, others that are swivel, and those that have a captive eye. Come see the new technology.

FMC Corporation-APG Specialty Products
Taftstar Flowable - lawn & tree insecticide/miticide. Astro Liquid - insecticide for trees & lawn.
*Note: both products provide low rates, no odor, “Caution” labels, no phyto, excellent control.

Fanno Saw Works
Manufacturers of the world famous Fanno Pruning Saws, since 1921. Made in the USA. Introducing our new Fanno International ‘Tri-Edge’ saws. Quality and unique saws for the professional. Help us celebrate 75 years in the tree care industry.

First Sierra Financial, Inc.
(NASDAQ: FSFH) Provides simple financial solutions to the arborist. For new or used equipment, as a direct lender we offer experienced assistance in lease/finance. Call us and get pre-approved for the ArborCard - up to $90,000 without financial statements.

Florian Ratchet Cut - Forest & Field
Florian Lopping shears that is ratcheted - cuts 2-inch oak.

Forestry Equipment of Shelby, Inc.
Seller of forestry equipment, such as bucket trucks, chip/dump trucks, wood chippers etc.

Forestry Suppliers, Inc.
Arborist tools, clinometers, tree corers, penetrometers, diameter tapes, pH meters, sprayers, GPS, laser pointers, soil testing devices, tree/log scales, sticks. Free 580-page catalog.

J.P. Fuller, Inc.
Distributors for arborist supplies, Poulan Pro chain saws, Oregon & Sabre saw chain, Kees/Yazoo commercial lawn equipment, and Robin commercial string trimmers, hedge trimmers and blowers.

Gravely International/Ariens
Manufacturer: chippers - six new Pro Chip models ranging from 25 hp to 108 hp; and the new Pro Chip 625 L.R Dual Feed Roller model.

JD9-C spray guns, Green Garde spray hose, flow meters, pumps, root feeders, compression and back pack sprayers, hose reel swivels and other sprayer accessories.

Green Manufacturing Inc.
Manufacturer: stump cutter teeth and pockets. For orders only, call 888-814-7336. Call 313-753-5200 for technical information.

Green Mountain Outfitters
Climbing equipment from New England Ropes, Buckingham Mfg., Weaver Leather; chemical respirators and related products from 3M, pruning tools from Corona Clipper. OSHA certified training.

GreenPro Services
Custom sprayers - all sizes, all designs - liquid organic mineral based tree and shrub fertilizers, anti-desiccant, business building & support services.

Growtech, Inc.
Featuring "Smooth Operators": Easy-to-use, lightweight professional pruning tools. Folding and arborist straight saws, pole saws, long reach pruners, loppers, hinge shears, horticultural and flower knives, scissors, accessories.

Growth Products, Ltd.
Professional liquid fertilizers, micro-nutrients natural organics and microbial inoculant.

Gyro-Trac, Inc.
The Gyro-Trac Brush Cutter - high mobility, able to work in tight places. Equipped with a set of hardened pockets and teeth. Ideal for hard to reach situations. Easy to use, powerful, lightweight, and easy to store. Fully adjustable and easy to service.

ICL - Instrument Mechanic Labor, Inc.
Featuring the Resistograph - a mechanical drilling instrument providing a true picture of the defect zones within a tree; Fractometer measuring bending movement, angle of fracture and compressive strength.

IpleMax Equipment Co., Inc.
Manufacturers a variety of grapples fitting tractors and skidsteers for quick handling of logs, brush and woody debris. New built-in winches, 9,000 lb to 12,000 pound capacity.

Independent Protection Company
Lightning protection equipment and systems for trees. Also for golf-related structures, recreational areas and buildings.

International Society of Arboriculture
Brochures, publications, videos and services available through ISA, including membership and certification information. The latest books, manuals and videos on tree care will also be available for purchase at the show. Preview us at http://www.ag.uiuc.edu/nisa

JP & E Enterprises Inc.
Clear More Tree Chipper/Stumper - the environmental way "no burning required."

Jameson Corporation
Manufacturer: professional line of fiberglass tree trimming and line clearance poles. Boom-mount bucket hydraulic tool holders for aerial bucket trucks.

John Bean Sprayers/Durand-Wayland Inc.
Manufacturers of high pressure sprayers & accessories suitable for all tree spraying needs. 50 to 1000 gallon, capable of spraying 100 foot trees. Skid mounted or DOT approved axle assemblies.

W.A. Kraft Corporation
Northeast Master Distributor of Perkins engines. Provide unmatched service for all owners and purchasers of Perkins engines. Maximize the benefits of your Perkins powered equipment.

Kramer Equipment Company, Inc.
World Famous Kramer Equipment. Specialized tools and supplies - toolboxes from Weathergard and Knaack Manufacturing, rope from New England Ropes and Samson; safety hats from MSA, tools from Marvin, SnapCut, Klein and Weaver Leather; saddles and harnesses from Buckingham, French Creek and Weaver.

Karl Kuemmerling, Inc.
Arborist tools and equipment, winter and summer work clothing, climbers boots, road signs, carabiners, safety snaps, new & used MITTS & MERRILL Brush Chippers & Timberwolf splitters.

Leonardi Teeth
An exclusive producer of the hardened pocket and tough tooth system; the strongest tooth/pocket combination on the market. We also carry a complete line of teeth, pockets, bolts, knives, anvils, files, band saw blades & green wheels. Free catalog.

Levo Manufacturers, Inc.
Manufacturers of stump grinders for over 32 years, featuring the HD46 Stump Grinder.
Links, Lumber & Landscape, LLC

Specialty Products: providing to the turf industry, loggers, arborists and landscape contractors: Power Pruner, Buckingham, New England Ropes, Shindaiwa, Oregon, Sandvik-Windor, Felco, sprayers, protective clothing -- all throughout USA. Pick up the premier catalog!

Lund Tech, Inc.
The Arborist Grapple - manufactured by Lund Tech. Heavy duty, for 6,000 to 9,000 pound range skid steer loader, commercial grade attachment. See it in action at TCI EXPO '98.

Fred Marvin Associates
Since 1943, manufacturers of pole pruners and saws.

J. J. Mauger Company
The time proven micro-injection system that promotes tree health micro-injection. Injection Field Manual - an integrated approach to treatment. Products include fungicides, insecticides, fertilizers and antibiotics.

Miller Machine Works
Powerful, proven, patented stump grinding attachments for use on tractors from 30 to 150 horsepower as well as skidsteer loaders.

Minnesota Wanner Company
Manufacturer/distributor for IPM/Plant Health Care sprayers, pumps & accessories.

MIRK Inc./Toombs Truck & Equipment
Specialized equipment for the tree care industry, including new and used bucket trucks, chip trucks and brush chippers. Nationwide source of rental equipment.

Mobile Tool International Inc./Holau
Complete truck packages for the tree care professional.

Monterey Lawn & Garden Products, Inc.
Flore Brand Fruit Eliminator - A growth regulator to control nuisance fruit on olive, sweet gum, oak, crapple, pine and other ornamental trees & shrubs as well as effective control of mistletoe in deciduous and conifer trees.

Morbark E-Z Beever Company
Manufacturers of a complete line of brush chippers, tree chippers and wood waste processing equipment. E-Z Beever brush chippers and Sharp Edge knife grinders on display.

National Arborist Association (NA) Educational & safety training programs -- business management guidelines -- and membership information for the arborist industry.

National Arborist Foundation (NAF) Visit with the future of the arborist industry, learn the purposes of the NAF and see the results of your donations through NAF-sponsored projects.

Natural Resource Technologies LLC
Developer of GIS application software and provider of forestry consulting services.

New England Ropes, Inc.
Rope manufacturer - spliced goods, braided and three-stranded climbing and bull ropes for the professional arborist.

Niemeeyer Corporation
Specialized arborists tools and supplies, chain saws, hedge shears and log splitters.

North American Engine Company
John Deere engines and power units. Also Hatz, Robin and Honda engines. Twin Disc, Rockford and Stein PTO’s. Parts for all of these.

Northeastern Associates
Arborist supplies, sprayers. See our booth equipment specials -- they won’t last forever!

Novartis Crop Protection/Specialty Products
Alamo® - an injected fungicide for control of Dutch Elm disease and Oak Wilt, plus other horticultural plant protection products.

Nu-Arbor Tree & Shrub Care Products Inc.
Tree fertilizers, soil and root enhancers, foliar fertilizers, anti-transpirants, spray adjuvants, plant wash, Kloritz soil injectors.

Opyde, Inc.
Used chippers. New & used Rayco stump grinders, used bucket trucks, boom, knuckleboom, grapple trucks, chip trucks etc. -- specialty equipment for the arborist industry.

Oregon Cutting Systems Div. Blast Inc.
Saw chains, bars, pruning saws and related accessories.

PMI-Petzl Distribution, Inc.
PMI-Petzl Distribution gives you what you need to get off the ground. The finest line of safety ropes available along with a complete selection of rigging gear and personal protective equipment.

The Peavey Manufacturing Company
Logging tools, tree pruning poles and equipment and pole line construction tools.

Perco Printing
Printing of arborist related materials, brochures, etc.

Petersen Industries Inc.
Manufacturer: knuckle boom grapple truck with 24 cubic yard dump body. Use everyday as a brush/log/imb loader with grapple.

Plant Health Care, Inc.
PHC, Inc. is the world technology leader in production and research of beneficial mycorrhizal fungi. The company’s products include Mycor Tree™ Mycorrhizal Inoculants, BioPak™ Biostimulants, Healthy Start™ Biofertilizers and TerraSurb Super Absorbant Gels.

Plastic Composites Corporation
Replacement buckets, bucket liners, bucket and boom guards for most bucket trucks. Also, saw scabbards, tool holders, hanging steps and fiberglass and vinyl bucket covers.

Polecat Industries, Inc.
World’s lightest weight, self-propelled, towable, turf-friendly line of aerial lifts. Available non-insulated & insulated. 100% off-the-shelf components.

Poulan PRO
Poulan PRO chain saws, trimmers, blowers and mowers -- all specifically for the arborist industry. New saw designs now available for your inspection.

Power Great Lakes, Inc.
Perkins industrial diesel engines, GM industrial gasoline engines. Serving OEM and parts distribution markets.

Practical Solutions, Inc.
The Service Solution - Software designed for the chemical lawn and tree care industry. Includes marketing, billing, routing, scheduling, service timing, estimates, work orders, statements, renewals and much more!

Preformed Line Products
Specialized cabling and bracing equipment for the tree care industry: TREE-GRIP™ dead-end, TREE-CROTCH™ Grip and Safety Guy-Wire Dispenser.

Quaker State Leasing Company
Professional financing and leasing for the tree care market.

Rayco Manufacturing, Inc.
Only RAYCO builds the most complete line of high performance stump cutters and cutting teeth in the world for professionals who demand maximum field production and safety.

Reading Body Works, Inc.
Bodies: chipper, aerial lift, crane contractor, custom, stake-platform (steel & aluminum), utility-service (steel & aluminum), walk-in van, ladder racks, pickup caps, accessories, toolboxes.

Rear’s Manufacturing Company
Manufacturer of quality arborist sprayers.

Remke Enterprises, Inc.

Roots, Inc.
Complete line of organic bio-stimulants to enhance stress tolerance and chelated micro-nutrients for improved plant health and appearance. Also a natural wetting agent to improve percolation.

ROOTWELL Inc.
Introducing ROOTWELL, direct-to-root feeding system delivering oxygen, nutrients and water to deep roots. Proven results.

Royal Truck & Equipment Inc.
Supplying re-conditioned vehicles & custom forestry bodies to the landscape and arborist industries.

Safety Test & Equipment Company
Since 1947, your one-stop shop for all your professional arborist needs. Manufacturer & distributor of quality positioning saddles, climbers, climber pads, tool bags, scabbards and more. Free catalog & show specials.

Salco, Inc.
Manufacturer of 6-inch to 13-inch wood chippers, 25 hp to 115 hp trailed and 3-point hitch; chipper/shredder/vacs, 13 hp to 25 hp; debris vacuums, trailed and tailgate mounted, 8 hp to 65 hp.

continued on next page
SawJammer Company
The only chainsaw foot protection which meets US/OSHA and European performance requirements. Designed to save the foot, save the boot and save money.

Schodorf Truck Body & Equipment Company
Manuf: "Silver Knight" forestry body for over 50 years. Get the advantage of 'DRS' (dust release system). Options include removable aluminum roofs, lift gates, cranes for all applications and more. Complete packages with chassis and demo specials. Attractive lease/purchase programs and delivery available.

Service Communications Software
Opening the windows of opportunity: specialized arborist software for your growing business.

Shelter Tree
The rope splicing experts. See the latest in spliced rope by Stanley Longstaff: arborist tools & supplies from Buckingham, Doggett, Fanno, New England Ropes, Samson, Weaver, Preformed Line, Petzl, CMI, Bashlin, Wall Safety, Felco & Corona.

Sherrill, Inc.
Arborist supplies/equipment. Show specials available while they last!

Sierra Moreno Mercantile Company
Work-proven tools for tree health professionals. Our company leads the industry in new product innovation.

Simonds Industries, Inc.
Manufacturer of Limbinator brand brush chipper knives for all types of machines.

Southco Industries
World’s premiere forestry body manufacturer. Forestry body packages from 10 to 30 cubic yards.

Southeastern Equipment Company
Used chippers, stump grinders, aerial lifts, chipper trucks.

STIHL Incorporated
STIHL Inc. produces a wide variety of dependable, portable power tools and accessories, including chain saws, trimmers and brush cutters for commercial and residential applications.

SwapLoader, USA Ltd.
SwapLoader hoists, hydraulic hoists and swappable truck bodies (e.g. allows a dump truck to become a flat bed truck & vice versa).

Takagi Tools, Inc.
SHARKSAW SERIES™, CLEANCUT™. Made with highest quality steel with most innovative design for light weight and longevity of sharpness. Makes your job much FASTER and EASIER.

Tamarack Clearing Inc.
Exceptional quality used arborist tools, including 16-foot-long chip box trucks with special pricing. Financing and delivery available.

Tanaka
Tanaka, an industry leader in high quality & innovative 2-cycle engine products including trimmers, brush cutters, hedge trimmers, edges, blowers, drills, augers, pumps and chain saws, as well as a wide variety of accessories and excellent parts & service support.

TECO, Inc.
The new TECO Saturn features 46-feet of side reach that reduces set-up time and allows operator to position easily in difficult areas. TECO's low maintenance designs reduces cost of ownership.

Terex Telelect Inc.
Manufacturer of the XT-5 Series and other aerials for the tree care industry.

Timberwolf Manufacturing Corporation
Professional firewood processing equipment; splitters, conveyors, and processors.

Time Manufacturing Company
New Versalift VO-255 has 60-foot working height. Low maintenance, life long, dependable service. Upper boom articulation of 270 degrees; lower boom articulation of 125 degrees for more reach!

Truffix Devices, Inc.
Advance warning signs and portable sign stands. New grabber cones, workmen vests, flags and a complete line of lightweight plastic barricade products.

Tree Care Industry (TCI)
Tree Care Industry (TCI), the arboretum industry’s leading educational publication, emphasizing "how-to" operational issues, safety, governmental compliance.

Tree Health Management
Introducing the World Wide Web's "Talon" Arborist Search Engine--"Tree & Landscape On-Line Network." Come join in our celebration with easy access to the premier arborist’s Internet helpful site.

Tree Management Systems Inc.
Computer software - "Arborgold" - for portable hand-held computers and office PC’s. Eliminates secretarial entry of work orders! This software will help you be more organized, productive and profitable than ever before!

Tree Tech Microinjection Systems
Pesticides and fertilizers for tree health care administered by plastic microinjection units.

TreePro™/National Insurance Programs (NIP)
Offering a complete, low-cost package for the Arborist and Landscaping Industries backed by a leading insurance company. Loss control program designed exclusively for the Arborist and Landscape Industries. Dedicated claim department with Arborist/Landscape claim professionals. Flexible payment plans available. Please have your insurance agent contact us for more details, or call directly.

USFS/Civilian Conservation Center/Job Corps
The Urban Forestry Program at Goleonda, Ouachita, and Pine Knot Job Corps Center is a hands-on learning experience designed to teach entry-level to advanced skills in tree climbing, pruning, tree health care, equipment operation, electrical hazard recognition and safe work practices.

TrafFix Devices, Inc.
Manufacturer of the XT-5 Series and other aerials for the tree care industry.

Tilton Equipment Company
Manufacturer of the most complete line of braided tree ropes. Plus safety lanyards, tree sleds, blocks, rope brakes, flippelines, sew bags, rigging & slide kits. A subsidiary of Wall Industries.

Weaver Leather, Inc.
Arborist supplies including positioning saddles, climber pads, straps, guards, pruner pouches, sheaths, holsters, sabbards, axe guards, replacement pads and more.

West Coast Shoe Company/WESCO
A family business since 1918, manufacturing professional boots sold direct through our catalog and retail through distributors. For your nearest distributor, call 800-326-2711 (US & Canada).

Winter Management Conference '99

Wis-Con Total Power Corporation
Liquid and air-cooled industrial engines and power units offering gasoline, diesel or LPG fuel options. HP ranges from 3.0 to 80.0.

Wood/Chuck Chipper Corporation
Wood/Chuck disc (W/C-9HD 9-inch diameter, W/C-17 12 inch diameter & W/C-19 12-inch diameter wood) and drum (12-inch drum, 16-inch drum & SP6 self-propelled, hydraulically-fed drum -- all for 6-inch diameter wood) chippers, EcoChip 6-inch diameter wood chipper/mulcher. REGISTER to WIN a FREE chipper at the Wood/Chuck booth #534.

Wood-Mizer Products, Inc.
The world's largest manufacturer of portable band sawmills. Wood-Mizer mills are perfect for adding value to downed trees by sawing them into lumber of virtually any dimension.

Woodman Chippers
Complete line of professional Woodsman Brush Chippers - whole tree & hand-fed; durable, safe and highly productive.

Yale Cordage, Inc.
Manufacturer of XTC - Ropes for EXPERT TREE CARE. Suppliers of spliced rope tools for the arborist - lanyards, slings, wire-core flippelines.

Zenith Cutter Company
Chipper knives for all makes and models of brush chippers and other industrial knives.

For information on attending TCI EXPO '98 in Baltimore, call the NAA at 800-733-2622.
Reach. Grow. Succeed.

You depend on your experience, knowledge, and tools to take your business to its most attainable height. So reach for a company with the experience to handle your insurance needs.

For years, The Hartford has helped arborists protect their livelihood through an insurance program designed especially for your industry. Find out why hundreds of arborists across the country have chosen The Hartford to help them achieve their business goals.

Call your agent today.

Growth. Bring It On.

Endorsed by:

www.thehartford.com/arborists

For details, call: 1-800-533-7824
The Year 2000

Are you ready for the year 2000? Many organizations are not and will not be ready. Some businesses may actually fail due to their lack of foresight. Are you taking steps to ensure you will not be one of those adversely affected? Are you looking at your internal systems, as well as your suppliers, to make sure you won't have system failures due to supply shortages or failure of your processes to recognize the meaning of “010100” as a viable date? Many computer systems have programs that were designed 10-20 years ago when saving “lines of code” was important enough to truncate the four-digit year date to a two-digit date (1998 became 98). In this environment, “010100,” or January 1, 2000, may be interpreted as January 1, 1900, since the two digit shortcut implies the first two date digits are “19.”

What do you need to do? The first and most critical step is to evaluate all of your internal programs, both from a data recording aspect to your processing programs. Will your computers, chip-driven production machines, billing and invoicing processes recognize and accept entries for the year 2000? Do you need to update or reprogram existing software or hardware to assure this will happen? Have you had someone actually test your programs, rather than take an offhanded response of “Sure, ours will work without a problem.” If you use vendors to reprogram, closely check their qualifications. Many may be newly formed entities and may not have the knowledge or staffing to adequately do your job.

With whom do you do business? Are they ready for the year 2000? If they are not ready and cannot deliver their normal services or supplies, how will that affect your business? Do you have alternative sources? Will they be available to you or will they be swamped with work from other companies? Would it be beneficial for you to require them to provide you with a service guarantee for year 2000 business interruptions? If they are not willing to do that, how much confidence can you place in their continuing their service as this date comes closer?

When do you need to act? Unfortunately, the answer to this question may be “yesterday.” But now is the next best answer. The sooner the better. As we get closer to the “witching hour,” the shortage of computer programmers will become an ever increasingly important piece of the pie.

Who can help you? You need to consult with software vendors of accounting and data collection programs you use to assure these programs will recognize the year 2000. Manufacturers of your production machinery should be able to advise concerning the imbedded chips and their capability of processing 4-digit year dates. Suppliers of “Just In Time” (JIT) material particularly need to be ready and you need to obtain written assurances from them regarding the steps they have taken to assure their readiness. Your legal counsel needs to be alerted to potential problems so they can start preparing defenses for you and actions which need to be taken against failed suppliers. One area to consider is your own insurance coverage. Given different failure scenarios, how are you protected?

This information is provided by the Loss Control Department of The Hartford Insurance Group. Reprinted with permission. Further reproduction prohibited. All rights reserved.
TOOLS OF THE TRADE

You need the right tools . . . that's why we engineer and manufacture our aerial lifts for high performance, strength and durability.

For over two decades we've listened to your needs. You asked for low maintenance, more reach, easy operation and longer life-cycle. You got it!

Thousands of arborists depend on TECO equipment to get the job done more efficiently and keep them up and running. Your time is money and we would like to help you SAVE.

MORE REACH & UP TO 60 FEET WORKING HEIGHT

EASY TO OPERATE

Call, Fax or Write for information on TECO SATURN and VANGUARD Tree Trimmer Aerial Lifts

9733 Indianapolis Road
Fort Wayne, IN USA 46809
Telephone: (219) 747-1631
Fax: (219) 747-6732
1-800-860-5438
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HELPWANTED

Tree Care Sales
Atlanta, Ga.

Atlanta's leader needs a quality individual to service top-notch client base. Degree in Forestry or Hort. Great benefits, unlimited income (salary + comm.). Fax resume to Arboguard, 404-294-0090.

Climbers and Lift Operators. Established and growing tree-care firm seeking experienced tree trimmers to help us continue our growth. Prefer enthusiastic and hardworking self-starters with proven leadership abilities. Arborist certification a plus. We offer competitive pay, medical and dental insurance, paid vacation, profit sharing, and 401(k) retirement plan. Please send resume and cover letter to Grover Landscape Services, Inc., 2825 Kiernan Avenue, Modesto, CA 95356, or call 800-585-4401.

Come Grow With Us

We are a full-service tree care company that is willing to train individuals in general tree care. We have openings for general tree care, climbing, PHC, and sales positions throughout the metro areas of Chicago, Connecticut, New York, New Jersey, Virginia, Maryland, and Washington, D.C. We offer training and advancement potential for individuals that are willing to put forth extra effort to help themselves and the company succeed. Our company offers excellent benefits and competitive wages. Please call or send your resume to:

Beverly Strom
The Care of Trees
2371 S. Foster Avenue
Wheeling, IL 60090
(847) 394-1596
equal opportunity employer

TREE TRIMMER I

With the City of Kansas City, MO. Guaranteed full-time, year-round, paid overtime, 13 paid holidays and free day, paid sick leave, 2 weeks vacation after 1 yr., excellent benefits, health, life, dental, retirement, job stability, advancement, reimbursement for college course work. One yr. min. experience roping and climbing. Salary range $1656-$2136/month. Send resume to KC Parks & Rec., 1301 Chouteau Tfkwy., Suite B, Kansas City, MO 64120. (816) 920-5027.

Managing Arborist - Central NJ. Sales and Service to Residential and Corporate. Must be fully experienced and knowledgeable of the industry. Competitive package, benefits and growth opportunity. Send resume to: Box PF, TCI, PO Box 1094, Amherst, NH 03031.

INTRODUCING

THE ALL NEW
2000 SERIES TREE CUTTERS
FROM BROWN MANUFACTURING CORPORATION

Whether you are re-clearing power line rights of way, or just clearing your land of stubborn brush and small stands of trees, THE 2000 SERIES TECHNOLOGY BRINGS YOU THE RIGHT MACHINE FOR THE RIGHT JOB

"NEVER BEFORE HAS SO MUCH SAFETY AND VERSATILITY BEEN DESIGNED INTO ONE MACHINE"

For more information and a FREE brochure on the 2000 series or other Brown products, call 1-800-633-8909
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TREE CARE INDUSTRY - AUGUST 1998
Experience foreman/climber needed for growing New Jersey tree service. Great pay and benefits. Relocation assistance available. Call Mon-Sun 7 a.m. - 8 p.m. (973) 208-9615 or (973) 697-6270.

Plant Health Care, Climbing Arborist, Sales. Boston-area company of professional arborists has sales, leadership and crew positions available. For outstanding indiv(s) w/min.2 years exp. Must be self-motivated, decisive, creative and have strong organizational skills. Exc. wage & benefit package, including pension (401k), medical, education & more. Send resume to: Leuders, PO Box 279, Needham, MA 02192, or call 508-359-9905, email: LeudersCo@AOL.com.

Experienced, self-motivated tree climbers wanted by suburban Boston, MA tree & landscape company. Arborist certification, CDL and pesticide license preferred but not required. Relocation assistance available. Fax your resume to 617-630-5273 or call Mon-Fri 7 a.m.-4 p.m. 617-965-8820 for an application.

Exciting Career Opportunities for Vegetation Managers
Rapidly growing Vegetation Management Company is looking for experienced Division Managers to work out of our regional and branch locations throughout the U.S. Must have a minimum of two (2) years experience in Vegetation Management and/ or a degree in horticulture / arboriculture / urban forestry or related field. Must be self-motivated, decisive, creative and have strong organizational skills. We offer: excellent starting salary, company paid health insurance, excellent working environment, bonuses, vacations, 401(k) program. For career opportunity and confidential consideration, send or fax resume, including geographic preferences and willingness to relocate to: DeAngelo Brothers, Inc., Attention: Paul D. DeAngelo, 100 North Conahan Drive, Hazleton, PA 18201. Phone: 800-360-9333; Fax: 717-459-5500. EOE / AAP M-F.

Tree Medics, Inc. is seeking climbers/bucket operators and salesmen for our expanding operation. Enjoy the best of everything while working with the most respected tree service in New Orleans. Excellent pay and benefits. Call Mark Graffagnini at (504) 488-9115 or fax resume to (504) 488-9177.

Asplundh Tree Expert Co. We are looking for qualified tree climbers and foremen for utility tree work. Positions available are in OR, UT, ID, and MT. CDL and First Aid/CPR a plus. Competitive pay rates and benefits package. Come work for the largest tree company in the world. Send resume to: 6950 SW Hampton, Ste. 100, Tigard, OR 97223, or call (503) 624-5748. EOE.

Ornamental/turf spray technician must be familiar with all aspects of applications, some sales work possible. Category 24 license preferred but not essential. Clean driving record and valid license required. Year-round work. Some benefits. Send resume to: Empire Tree and Turf, 2704 Gordon Highway, Augusta, Ga 30909. Phone: 706-854-0926; Fax: 706-651-1648.
At Davey Tree, you'll reach new heights.

There's a lot of room at Davey Tree for people who want to grow. With offices throughout the U.S. and Canada, your opportunities go on and on.

Your knowledge and skills will grow with the extensive training and education programs we offer. Learn about customer service, professional tree surgery, first aid, CPR, defensive driving and much more.

You'll also enjoy financial growth with competitive wages and benefits. Plus a big increase in personal satisfaction as an employee-owner of one of the most established and respected leaders in the green industry.

So if you're interested in joining our team, please mail or fax your resume to:

Davey Tree

The Davey Tree Expert Company
Personnel Dept. - TCI
1500 North Mantua Street • P.O. Box 5193
Kent, OH 44240-5193
1-800-447-1667 ext. 252 • http://www.davey.com

Drug Screening Required
Equal Opportunity Employer

Established Tree Care Company located in one of the fastest growing areas S. W. Missouri. Seeking experienced and self-motivated climbers/crew leaders. Requirements include: Min. of 4 years experience, strong communication and leadership skills and knowledge of A-300 pruning standards. Arborist certification a plus. Pay based on experience. Benefits include medical, paid vacations and holidays and 401(k) plan. Send resume w/employment references to: T-N-T Tree Service, Inc., 2296 N. Arbor Creek Lane, Springfield, MO 65802. Tel: 1-800-420-0250.

FLORAPERSONNEL INC. In our second decade of performing confidential key employee searches for the landscape/tree industry and allied trades worldwide. Retained basis only. Candidate contact welcome, confidential, and always free. 1740 Lake Markham Rd., Sanford FL 32771. Phone (407) 320-8177. Fax (407) 320-8083.

Salesman/Foreman for fertilizer and spray accounts. Small company, large customer base—9,000 to 4,000 to be marketed. For more information, contact Holbrook Tree Service, 252 Union Street, Yarmouthport, MA 02675. Phone: 508-362-8058.

Experienced climber, must be familiar with all aspects of removal, pruning, cabling work and equipment operation. Valid driver's license, mandatory drug testing. Send resume to: Empire Tree and Turf, 2704 Gordon Highway, Augusta, GA 30909. Phone: 706-854-0926; Fax: 706-651-1648.

Fairfield County, CT - Growing company with over 20 years impeccable tree care experience is looking for quality-oriented individuals to join our staff. Experienced and professional candidates are needed. Responsibilities would include tree removal, cabling and bracing, truck and equipment maintenance. Supervisory positions are available. Excellent compensation, paid vacation/holidays, medical benefits, including dental and pension plan. We offer a drug-free environment. Please contact O'Neill's Tree Care, Inc., PO Box 2387, Darien, CT 06820, (203) 655-7865 or fax resume to (203) 327-5455.

Established North Shore arboriculture company seeks career-minded individuals for several positions. Qualified applicants must have experience in arboricultural or related green industry. We offer competitive wages and benefits including medical and paid holidays/vacations.

Sales/Operations Manager
Degree in hort/arboriculture/forestry a plus. Must be ISA Certified Arborist (or working toward designation).

Tree Climber/Foreman
Knowledge of pruning, shaping, rigging and removals necessary. CDL license needed.

Tree Applicator
Knowledge of spray applications and equipment needed. Illinois State license required (or getting license), with CDL needed.
FOR SALE

Before you buy any firewood equipment, call the people with real experience-in the woods and in the shop. Valley Processors, Inc. (413) 253-4867 days, (413) 253-2091 evenings. Ask for Jeff.

Ropes, Ropes, Ropes

All types and brands of professional climbing and lowering arborist ropes at warehouse prices. Call for current price list. Free shipping. Visa, MC, AX. Small Ad - Big Savings 1-800-873-3203.

1990 Tree Bandit model 1900 wood chipper only 1200 hours on 400 Cummins engine, 60" diameter chipper, 2 knife, 1" chip. Asking $60,000/ demos at our location only. Call Ray at 914-565-7210. Ray's Transportation, Inc.

Tired of selling just your time?

Sell your customers a new do-it-yourself Microbial fertilizer capsule. Inventory or Drop-ship. Good Profit Margin. PepTree Products, toll-free 877-737-8733. www.getmoreinfo.com


Fax Your Ad for Fast Results
1-603-672-2613

Take the risk out of used equipment purchases with our MONEY BACK SATISFACTION GUARANTEE! Excellent selection of 6-inch to 17-inch capacity hydraulic feed drum & disc chippers, rotary drum chippers and all sizes of stump grinders! Nearly every make and model available with competitive financing to qualified applicants. Alexander Equipment Co., 1054 N. DuPage Ave., Lombard, IL 60148. Call us at 630-268-0100 or visit our web site at www.alexequip.com to view our complete inventory list.

Aerial Equipment Inc. Used Equipment and Arborist Supply Specialists in the Midwest. Buy Now and Save - two 1993 Vermeer 665 Bs - diesel powered - 3 used disc chippers starting at $8,300. Call Ron or Joel for details: (847)398-0620. Wheeling, IL 60090.

Hardware and software by an arborist for the arborist. For more information about the industry's best selling package, call or write Arbor Computer Systems, 117 Weston Road, Westport, CT 06880. Phone: 203-226-4335.

RED DAWG CLIMBERS

Get a great buy on a pair of the hottest Arborists boots on the market.

Just $179.00

Mention source code TC898 to get a free 100 page color catalog.

The World's Largest Mail Order Woodman Supplies Company - Selling at Discounted Prices.

FREE CATALOG — MAIL ORDER FREE 1-800-322-4539 Order Toll Free
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Hi-Ranger, 75 foot, 1984 International DT466 diesel, 5 speed, 2 speed rear, white, flat bed with pole saw box, new rubber, w/ model 6TD Hi-Ranger, 2-man bucket. All repair records kept, excellent condition, ready to work, $45K. Call 914-967-5892.

Spray truck, FMC 200-gal. spray unit w/ new motor, electric start, electric Hannay Reel, $1,900. Call 516-685-1495.

Can your stump cutter operate for $3 an hour and go anywhere? Ours can. The Al- pine Magnum weighs just 88 lbs., can operate near fences, walkways, buildings, and sidehills. It can clear brush, dig shallow trenches and maneuver over soft ground without making tire tracks. Call or write: Alpine Machine, 7910 Thornbury St. SW., Olympia, WA 98512-2368. (360) 357-5116.

FOR SALE
Repossessed tree trimming trucks
***from southern utility***
Four manual chip trucks
2-90 GMC Topkicks, 90 Ford F600
89 Ford F600
For information, call Scott @ 205-698-8116

RESISTOGRAPH-F
Know Your Trees Better
Examine roadside trees, trees in parks and recreational areas, wooden poles, forests, timber structures such as bridges, framed buildings and playground equipment.

Easily operated, light weight and compact.

Phone/Fax: 888-514-8851 http://www.imlusa.com E-Mail: sales@imlusa.com

IML Instrument Mechanic Labor, Inc.
3015 Canton Road, Suite 14
Marietta, GA 30066 USA
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Hi-Ranger, 100-foot working height Hi-Rangers, rebuilt by factory in 1992, on 1984 Mack, both are original mounts, 52,000 actual miles. Price: $59,500 (will consider lease).


Powers, 45-foot working height, rear mount, over center unit, mounted on 1985 Ford, gas, perfect running condition. Price: $9,400.


For further information contact: G & A Equipment, Inc., 101 Nelson Street, Lenoir City, TN 37771. Phone: 423-988-7574 or 800-856-8261.

Bucket trucks, chip trucks, trailer chippers, cranes, skidders, track machines and custom-built units to meet your individual needs. For sale or rent. M.I.R.K., Inc. Phone 330-669-2000.

The new Valley Top Roll (patent pending) feed system makes all other processors obsolete. Faster and easier to operate. Valley Processors Inc., 413-253-4867.


90-Foot Crane, 13-Ton Capacity
1994 Hiab 300-5 Knuckle Boom Crane with articulating fly jib, two manual pull-out booms, and hand-held remote control. Crane is mounted on a 1993 Chevy C70 Kodiak 52,000 GVW tandem axle truck, 17,250 miles, 275 hp, Cat diesel, 9-speed Eaton transmission with 16-foot dump bed. The unit went into service April 1994 and is in excellent condition, ready for big take-downs. Price $119,000.

54-Foot Bucket Truck
1992 GMC C70 Topkick Truck, 30,500 miles, 215 hp, Cat diesel, 6-speed Eaton transmission with custom service body. Aerial lift is a rear-mounted Hi-Ranger, over center, side-by-side square booms (low 9-foot, 10-inch stow height), 3 "D" hand control, and 2 tool circuits. Unit is in excellent working condition. Price $47,500.

Please call or fax for complete specs and information. Taylor Tree Care, 919-299-8200; Fax: 919-299-0034.
It is common sense that electric wires can be hazardous to anyone doing tree work. OSHA Standard 1910.331 states that only qualified employees can come within ten feet of an overhead energized electrical conductor. Plus, OSHA Standard 1910.269 clearly defines who is legally permitted to work within the ten foot boundary. Finally, ANSI Z133.1 dictates very specific training and operational requirements that all tree care personnel need to follow for safety's sake.

NAA Training Makes Sense. The National Arborist Association has exactly the training you need, whether you are a residential/commercial arborist or municipal arborist. It's our Electrical Hazards Awareness Program. EHAP offers a simple, economical and practical way to provide training needed by your employees. This program creates awareness of electrical hazards, which is absolutely essential for all tree workers. Plus, EHAP can be used by line clearance tree workers to supplement mandatory training requirements specified in 1910.269.

Like all NAA training materials, EHAP is easy to use and easy to apply. The program is self-paced, to put your employees in control of meeting their goals, and presented by you, to keep you in control of your business. For more information about EHAP, or any NAA program, or to order, call our toll-free hotline, or send/fax the coupon below.

**National Arborist Association**
PO. Box 1094, Amherst, NH 03031-1094
Fax: (603) 672-2613

**Electricity + Tree Workers Danger**

**DANGER**

**ELECTRICAL HAZARD**

YES I'm ready to provide my personnel with training in Electrical Hazards Awareness.

I'M interested in the EHAP program. Please send additional information.

Send Me EHAP Programs for _____ enrollees, at $_____ each*. Enclosed is $______

Bill my □ Mastercard □ Visa Number: __________ Exp. Date: ________

Contact/Credit Card Holder Name: ___________________________

Company Name: ___________________________

Address: ________________________________________ Phone: ___________________________

City: ___________________________ State: ______ Zip: ___________________________

Please send me membership information.

*RETAIL: $135.00 per enrollee; MEMBER DISCOUNT PRICE: $85.00 per enrollee. If ordering, please include a list of enrollees.
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USED EQUIPMENT

Brush Bandit Chippers
1987 model 100 - Ford 4-cylinder gas: new feed system, infeed chute, lights, like new
Model 100 - Continental Diesel
Model 100 - Ford 6-cylinder gas: winch

1992 Model 250 - BSD444 87 hp: MI-OSHA Tray
1993 Model 250 - Cummins 116 hp 4BTA3.9: auto feed speed gov
1993 Model 250 - Cummins 4BTA3.9 diesel: pintle hitch, auto feed speed gov, hydraulic lift cylinder
1996 1290 drum - Ford 423 65 hp: pintle hitch, radiator debris screen
1996 1290 drum-Ford 423 65 hp: pintle hitch, radiator debris screen, Torflex axle
1990 Model 1400 - Cummins 200 hp, hydraulic front stabilizer

1990 - Cat 3406TA 400 hp diesel, Rotobec 360-degree rotation grapple, 3 knife disc, joystick ctrls
Model 1900 - Cummins, Rotobec continuous rotation, 3 knife disc, heavy-duty rear stabilizer

Morbark
1981 Eeger Beever - Wisconsin gas, 65 hp
1985 Eeger Beever - Wisconsin gas, 65 hp, curb feed
Eeger Beever, Ford 65 hp gas, curb feed, 12-inch capacity
1987 Super Beever model 16-Cat 250 hp
Model 16 - Cummins 250 hp diesel
1988 Eeger Beever - Ford 65 hp gas, 12-inch capacity
1984 Eeger Beever - Cummins 76 hp diesel
1985 Eeger Beever - Cummins diesel, MI-OSHA Pan
1986 Eeger Beever - Cummins diesel
Model 10 - John Deere 56 hp diesel

Vermeer
1250 - Perkins 80 hp diesel

Asplundh
1969 Ford 4 cylinder
1974 12-inch drum - Ford 6 cylinder; chipper/engine rebuilt
16-inch drum - Ford V-8

Wayne
16-inch Chrysler 8 cylinder Drum - Chrysler 6 cylinder

Mitts & Merrill
(12) 6-cylinder gas; torque

Chipmore
1976 drum - 6-cylinder Ford gas
1981 drum
1982 drum
1982 drum - 16-inch Detroit diesel

Wood Chuck
16-inch drum

Rayco
Super Jr. stump grinder

For further information, please contact Bandit Industries, Inc., 6750 Millbrook Road, Remus, Michigan 49340. Phone 800-952-0178; Fax: 517-561-2273.

The Southco Forestry Package
"THE BODY BUILDERS"

FEATURES:
- Removable top with external latches
- Chipper air exhaust vents
- "L" cross box assembly
- Top ladder rack with access steps
- Pintle hitch with trailer light connector
- Southco's years of experience

OTHER SOUTHCO PRODUCTS:
- National knuckle cranes
- Brade winches
- Prentice loaders
- Ford, GMC, International chassis cabs
- Omaha standard platform & service bodies

Southco INDUSTRIES, INC.
1-800-331-7655

1840 E. Dixon Blvd. Shelby, NC 28150, TEL 704-482-1477, FAX 704-482-2015
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Rigging for Removal

A two-part video and study guide from the National Arborist Association

Features include:
- The on-screen talent of Don Blair, Ken Johnson and Robert Phillips
- Practically oriented “systems” approach to the topic of rigging
- Professionally produced video, a highly effective, versatile, reusable training medium
- State-of-the-art technology, with an emphasis on safety and efficiency
- Guidelines applicable to virtually any rigging challenge
- Accompanying trainer’s workbook with training instructions, illustrations, and reproducible handouts and exams
- High quality production standards of the NAA
- ISA CEU’s applied for

Available soon!

For more details or to place an order, call 1-800-733-2622
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Video series covers basic and advanced rigging techniques.

Sponsored by Husqvarna
Husqvarna Forest and Garden Co.
BUSINESSES FOR SALE

Established tree care business for 33 years on Maryland’s Eastern Shore. Long-term contracts and good work force in place. Year-round work with good growth opportunity. Box PL, TCI, PO Box 1094, Amherst, NH 03031.

Established, reputable, full-service tree care company in beautiful western North Carolina (next to Great Smoky Mountains National Park). Commercial, golf course, and loyal second homeowner client base, 275+ annual sales and growing. Year-around work, excellent equipment. Owner will aid in transition. Please reply in writing to: Tree Business, PO Box 355, Highlands, NC 28741.

Landscape & Maintenance Co. Well established - good reputation. 1997 Gross over $300,000, 1998 passing that. Equipment value over $110,000. Partial owner financing. Includes all equipment, contracts, customer lists and assets. Located in Southern New Mexico- 13th fastest growing city in U.S. Must sell due to illness. PO Box 315, Fairacres, NM 88033.

Tree Service for Sale
Established Business in Commercial and Residential Tree Care. Unlimited Potential. Bucket truck with 72-foot working height. Chipper truck, disc chipper in excellent condition. 1996 F250 heavy-duty pickup truck with snow plow and all tools and equipment needed for tree care. Shop available. Owner will assist in transition if needed. For more information write to: ASI, PO Box 9286, Richmond, VA 23227 or call (804) 266-6017.

services

Increase your sales and profit growth, gain better control of your business, manage unlimited customer transactions, PHC, IPM, routing and inventories, while staying ahead of your competition by using ArborWare, the business software solution for Arborist, Landscape and Lawn Professionals. Call 1-800-49-ARBOR.

NAA MEMBERS. Boost your company’s credibility. Enroll your employees in the NAA’s Tree Care Specialist Program. First five employees registered are free. Training consultation over the phone. Allows employers to certify employees. 1-800-733-2622.

Classified ad rates: $50 per inch ($45 NAA members) 1-inch minimum. Payable in advance, due the 20th of the month two months prior to publication.

Send ad and payment to: TCI, PO Box 1094, Amherst, NH 03031.
If you're looking for a new Stump Cutter, compare durability. Then compare cutting performance and serviceability. And after you've done all that, then take a look at the price tag.

There's a difference between Carlton Stump Grinders and the competition. And that difference amounts to simply a day of down-time. A day your business can't afford to lose. Carlton doesn't cut corners on quality. Carlton's heavy-duty components last longer than competitive machines. Compare Carlton's specifications to the competition. You'll quickly see why a Carlton is the best choice.

Don't trust your bottom line to anyone else. If you can't afford down-time, you can afford a Carlton.

J.P. Carlton builds the highest quality Stump Cutters available.
For more information, or to arrange a demonstration call (800) 243-9335
The *Compendium of Conifer Diseases* is yet another excellent resource for arborists. The articles in the *Compendium*, published by the American Phytopathological Society, were contributed from 53 of the world's foremost conifer disease experts.

While many of the authors are based in North America, the rest of the world is well represented. Overseas researchers represent countries such as Australia, Czech Republic, Great Britain, Finland, France, Germany, India, New Zealand, Norway, Russia, South Africa, Sweden, and Switzerland. Each of the 53 authors wrote about a disease, a group of diseases or a specific subject with which they were most familiar. The authors were asked to address the topic globally and were then allowed to emphasize local problems that plague their geographic region.

The editors' objective, in their own words, was "to make this compendium useful to a wide range of people, from students in forestry and pathology to practitioners and researchers who require a broad view of the field." The editors have certainly met this goal. The *Compendium* is thorough, covering most conifer diseases of economic importance. It is also concise, finding superfluous information in this work is difficult.

The *Compendium* is divided into three sections; Part 1 -
Diseases of Forest Trees, Part 2 - Diseases in the Forest, and the smallest section, Part 3 - Diseases in Special Settings. As these section titles suggest, the Compendium does focus primarily on the forest environment. This is significant to the practicing arborist because diseases that are most damaging to a species in a landscape setting are seldom the most damaging in its natural habitat. The reverse also applies; diseases that are most damaging in a landscape setting are often of little economic importance in a forest environment. In general, foliar diseases, shoot blights, cankers and decline syndromes receive more attention from horticultural researchers. Trunk decay, root diseases, stem rust, and dwarf mistletoes receive more attention from forest researchers.

Each part is divided into subsections. For example, in Part 1 - Diseases of Forest Trees, you can reference the subsection, Cankers and Twig Blights. You will find some general information about cankers and then individual articles on specific diseases. These articles address the five most common forest canker diseases along with an additional article focused on other important canker diseases.

Individual articles provide a concise synopsis of the latest information available about each disease. For example, the article on pitch canker gives general information about the disease, the pathogen, symptoms, the infection process, damage, disease management and a listing of the most recent research papers.

The disease management recommendations in the articles address disease management in the forest environment. Although this information can be highly informative to the practicing arborist, it will not be adequate for formulating a disease management plan in a landscape setting.

The Compendium also provides 23 informative tables scattered throughout the text, as well as 169 color plates. A general index and host index is provided, however, a disease key is lacking.

The Compendium is a useful reference book for the arborist or plant health care technician. It is not intended as a "beginner's guide to plant health care." It also is not intended to be a "How to" guide.

The Compendium does provide a wealth of information for the arborist or technician who is interested in gaining all the knowledge possible about conifer diseases. It does require some prior knowledge of taxonomy, plant pathology, and forestry to fully grasp the text. If you want to get the most out of the Compendium, be prepared to use only scientific tree names and have some knowledge of fungal disease life cycles.

The Compendium of Conifer Diseases is edited by Everett M. Hansen and Katherine J. Lewis and published by the APS Press. It is available for $35 by calling 800-328-7560.

Robert Rouse is staff arborist for the National Arborist Association.
A partnership between the Massachusetts Arborists Association (MAA) and the arboriculture program at the University of Massachusetts at Amherst was formed on Arbor Day in 1997. On behalf of the MAA, past president Mark Tobin—a board member of the National Arborist Association—presented a check in the amount of $125,000 to launch the MAA Professorship in Commercial Arboriculture. The gift is the initial payment of a $300,000 pledge from the MAA that will be used to help finance the cost of supporting a $1.2 million Professorship in Commercial Arboriculture. An additional $150,000 will be realized with matching funds from the Commonwealth of Massachusetts.

As of June 1998, the school has $600,000 earmarked for this fund, with a goal of August 1999, as the completion date.

The University of Massachusetts has a long and successful history in Arboriculture and Community Forestry education, extension and research dating back to Dr. George E. Stone in 1893. One of Stone's better known students was Dr. Frank Bartlett, founder of the Bartlett Tree Expert Company. For 37 years after World War II, Gordon King assumed responsibility for the Stockbridge School’s Arboriculture program. King was professor to many of today’s arboricultural leaders. Graduates have been elected president and officers of the National Arborist Association and International Society of Arboriculture, including Robert Mullane, Gary Mullane, Dick Abbott, and John Moran.

Today, the school has many more employment positions than its graduates can fill. Students who are willing to move, are certified arborists and have co-op experience will have the advantage of 100 percent job placement.

This partnership will help to ensure that commercial arboriculture and urban forestry will continue to be taught at the University into the next century.

For more information on how to support the Professorship in Commercial Arboriculture, please contact H. Dennis P. Ryan at (413) 545-6626.
You are a professional. You own a business.

**What next?**

Membership benefits include:

- Business management advice
- Technical assistance
- Discounted training programs
- Monthly newsletters with valuable industry information
- Representation in Washington, DC for related governmental affairs
- Free publicity on NAA web site and much more...

Associate with the best business resource team in the tree care industry!

Enlist the help of the **National Arborist Association**

*Dedicated to the advancement of commercial tree care businesses.*

For more information about membership, call NAA toll free: **1-800-733-2622**

PO Box 1094, Amherst, NH 03031-1094
Web site: WWW.NATLARB.COM
E-mail: naa@natlarb.com
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270° upper boom articulation
125° lower boom articulation
Up to 400 lb. platform capacity
No chains or cables at the knuckle
Non-lube bearing at all pivot points

Redefines the Tree Care Aerial!

All new, and ready to go to work! These new VERSALIFTS give you more side reach, more articulation and more platform capacity than ever! From its new 4-plate high strength steel lower boom, through its unique 4-bar linkage at the knuckle to the new, cleaner boom tip, it was totally designed for the tree care professional.

To make money for you, any tool must work and VERSALIFT offers you the most maintenance-free aerial on the market, with expanded inspection intervals, no overhaul requirements and a 10-year structural warranty!

See your VERSALIFT Distributor to set up an on-site demonstration or call: 254-399-2100

TIME MANUFACTURING COMPANY
P.O. Box 20368 • Waco, TX 76703-0368 • 254-399-2651 (fax)
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Please tell these advertisers where you saw their ad.
They appreciate your patronage.

* Please circle this number on the Reader Service Card for more information.

**Peavey Tree Pruning Poles & Supplies**

Peavey Manufacturing Company is pleased to offer a complete line of top quality tree pruning poles and equipment for the professional as well as the amateur who wants a quality made tool. For years we have made a limited line of pruner poles for the large industrial users, and we feel that if we can satisfy these customers on a nationwide basis that we can satisfy anyone else.

We have a variety of poles including white ash in solid lengths; and also six foot sectional poles with lightweight aluminum couplers. There is also included you will find a complete price list and order form for all pruner poles and equipment.

Available in threaded or clip type couplers.

---
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Appraising Trees
When You Only Have a Stump

By Thomas L. Green

I was recently contracted to determine the value of two walnut trees that had been cut down by mistake. My clients lived in an older farm house, probably built between 1900 and 1920, on a farm in western Illinois not far from Macomb—an area mostly dedicated to corn and soybeans. Along their driveway were five, 24-inch dbh black walnuts in poor condition. There were also two others several feet south of the house. The clients were having an outbuilding torn down for free and the person doing the job was recycling the wood. Since they wanted to have the five deteriorating walnuts along the driveway removed, they asked the handyman if he knew of anyone interested in walnut who would remove the trees and brush without charge. He answered that he knew someone who might be interested—the owner of a small sawmill.

A few days later, my clients came home after work to find all seven walnuts cut down, including the two they wanted saved. This is when I was contacted. I was asked to look at the stumps and place a value on the trees. In this part of the country there is a big difference between the value of a tree to a timber buyer versus its value to a residential landscape.

The average deteriorating, 24-inch dbh black walnut would generally have less than 300 board feet of saw lumber. The going rate for 1,000 board feet of black walnut ranges from $200-$400 (timber buyer’s price, not cut and dried lumber price). None of these trees would have been worth more than $200 a piece for their timber, unless they were of veneer quality. A veneer tree could be worth thousands of dollars.

The Guide for Plant Appraisal was used to determine landscape value. In order to use the guide, it is usually necessary to inspect the trunk and crown. All that remained, however, was a stump. Well, from the stump I could see breaks in the bark from old wounds. The trees were not of veneer quality (at least at the ground line). There was also good growth in the most recent rings which indicated the tree was actively growing and not declining.

“Do you have any pictures of the trees?” I asked. They didn’t have pictures, but they did have a video showing the trees during the summer months. “Great!” I said, “let’s go to the video tape.” Actually, it was a video tape of the dog tied to the tree and the homeowner attaching a swing to one of the branches. There was at least a short shot of the entire crown. With VCR’s, these frames can be pulled from a video. I could tell the trees were full, no dieback or chlorosis, in reasonably good condition, and not of veneer quality. I now had information to finish my appraisal.

I fully expected to return home to write the report. I did have a copy of a workbook for The Guide to Plant Appraisal on site, however, and went through the process for my client while I was there. As I finished my calculations, I found the trees appraised values to be $2,181 and $3,752. As I was about to leave, I was surprised when both the handyman and timber buyer stopped by. My clients asked that I go over my findings with them as well. This was not what I had expected. As I started with the largest tree first and announced its appraised value, the timber buyer laughed. But when I told him, “You may laugh about this value, but this appraisal system has held up in court,” he stopped laugh-

Do you have a story for From the Field? TCI will pay $100 for published articles. Submissions become the property of TCI and are subject to editing for grammar, style and length. Entries must include the name of a company and a contact person.
Presenting perhaps the most powerful cleanup tool in tool history: PowerBroom™. See your dealer for a full demonstration of its impressive capabilities. (Within reason, of course.) To learn more, call 1-800-521-7733.
First Sierra Financial stands tall in the forest of financial companies. We rise above the rest when it comes to competitive rates, outstanding customer service, and going beyond the expectations to achieve the needs of your business. We are committed to the arbor industry and have the professionals to help you with all of your financial needs. Call today for a free quote or visit us on the web at www.firstsierra.com

We specialize in financing the equipment you need to grow your business. You select the new or used equipment. First Sierra provides the financing – leases or loans.

Keep your cash
Easy application form
Affordable payment plans
Flexible or seasonal plans

Fast approval
Preserve your bank lines
One call does it all

FIRST SIERRA FINANCIAL, INC.

Atlanta, GA    Sacramento, CA    Hatfield, PA    Cleveland, OH
800-443-8301   800-729-5327   800-933-7101   800-366-4228
Eileen Gresens  Vic Johnson
Account Manager  Account Manager
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TCI EXPO '98

BALTIMORE, MARYLAND
BALTIMORE CONVENTION CENTER
November 5-7

- Over 160 Exhibitors
- Live Demonstrations
- Seminars & Networking

Grow your Business!
Welcome to Baltimore
and the 9th Annual Tree Care Industry EXPO!

Presented by the National Arborist Association, Inc.
and the International Society of Arboriculture

Thank you to The Care of Trees, Herndon, VA
for this year's tree donation.

Why you should attend!

The sky is the limit with what you’ll learn from this year's exciting program.

Over 160 exhibitors under one roof, bringing you cutting-edge tree care equipment, technology, supplies and services.

Live demonstrations of climbing, rigging, aerial rescue and cabling and bracing.

The SMART MANAGER and EXPERT PRACTITIONER seminar series allow you to customize your educational experience to fit your needs - with several sessions offering pesticide applicator recertification credits and ISA continuing education units.

Registration must be received by October 23 to receive FREE admission to the trade show! A $10 TRADE SHOW ENTRANCE FEE will be charged after October 23. Registration is required to obtain your admission badge.

Take advantage of the educational seminars. SAVE! SAVE! SAVE! Register before the Early Bird deadline of October 2 to receive your discounts. SAVE, SAVE, SAVE...Bring additional co-workers from your company and save on each registration.

Please Note: We encourage you to bring all of your employees to TCI EXPO '98. TCI EXPO is a valuable educational experience. Exhibitors are not permitted to recruit employees on the trade show floor.

TCI EXPO ’98

Baltimore Convention Center
November 5-7
Exhibitors

Over 160 at this year's EXPO!
The products and services you need to achieve success with your tree care company are all under one roof. Attend TCI EXPO '98 and make a difference in your future!

ACRT, Inc.
Adi Pruning Tools, Div. of TOL Inc.
Aerial Lift, Inc.
Agaé Designs
Altec Industries, Inc.
American Arborist Supplies, Inc.
The American Group - Samson Div.
American Safety Utility Corp.
AmeriQuip
Arbor Age/Adams Green Industry Publishing
Arbor Computer Systems, Inc.
ArborCom Technologies
ArborSystems, LLC
Arbortech
Asplundh Tree Expert Company
The Associates
B&B Manufacturing
Bailey's
Bandit Industries, Inc.
Barnel International Inc.
Bartlett Manufacturing Company
Bashlin Industries Inc.
Bayer Corporation
John Bean Sprayers
Bishop Company
Blue Ridge Arborist Supply
Bone Safety Signs
Buckingham Mfg. Company, Inc.
Burndy/Racine Hydraulic Tools
CAG, Inc.
CNA Commercial Insurance
J.P. Carlton Company
Chesapeake Engine Distributors
Climb Axe, Ltd.
Columbian Rope Company
Contemporary Products, Inc.
Corona Clipper
Creative Automation Solutions
Creative Sales, Inc. (CSI)
DJR's New Leaf Apparel
Data Transmission Network
The Davey Tree Expert Company
Deutz Corporation
The Doggett Corporation
Doscocil Industries, Inc.
EnginAire
Engine Distributors, Inc.
Excalibur DMM
FMC Corporation-APG Specialty Products
Fanno Saw Works
First Sierra Financial, Inc.
Florian Ratchet Cut - Forest & Field
Forestry Equipment of Shelby, Inc.
Forestry Suppliers, Inc.
J.P. Fuller, Inc.
Gravely International, Inc.
Green Garde Division/H D Hudson Mfg. Co.
Green Manufacturing, Inc.
Green Mountain Outfitters
Green Pro Services
Grow Gun Corporation
Growtech, Inc.
Growth Products, Ltd.
Gyro-Trac, Inc.
The Hartford
Husqvarna Forest & Garden Company
IML - Instrument Mechanic Labor, Inc.
ImlaMax Equipment Company, Inc.
Independent Protection Company, Inc.
International Society of Arboriculture
JP & E Enterprises
Jameson Corporation
Karl Kuehnerling, Inc.
W.A. Kraft Corporation
Kramer Equipment Company, Inc.
Leonardi Manufacturing Company
Levco Manufacturers, Inc.
Links, Lumber & Landscape, LLC
Lund Tech, Inc.
Fred Marvin Associates
J.J. Maugt Company
Miller Machine Works
Minnesota Wanner Company
MIRK, Inc.
Mobile Tool Int'l, Inc./Holan
Monterey Lawn & Garden Products, Inc.
Morbark E-Z Beever Company
National Arborist Association
National Insurance Programs (NIP)
Natural Resource Technologies, LLC
New England Ropes, Inc.
Niemeyer Corporation
North American Engine Company
Northeastern Associates
Novartis Crop Protection/Specialty Products
Nu-Arbor Tree & Shrub Care Products, Inc.
Opdyke, Inc.
Oregon Cutting Systems, Div. of Blount, Inc.
Polaris Distribution, Inc.
The Peavey Manufacturing Company
Perico Printing
Petersen Industries, Inc.
Plant Health Care, Inc.
Plastic Composites Corporation
Polecat Industries, Inc.
PoulanPRO
Power Great Lakes, Inc.
Practical Solutions, Inc.
Preformed Line Products
Quaker State Leasing Company
Rayco Manufacturing, Inc.
Reading Body Works, Inc.
Reed's Manufacturing Company
Remke Enterprises, Inc.
Roots, Inc.
Rooftop, Inc.
Royal Truck & Equipment, Inc.
Safety Test & Equipment Company
Salsco, Inc.
SawJammer Co., LLC
Schoendorf Truck Body & Equip. Company
Service Communications Software
Shelter Tree, Inc./Tree Care Products
Sherrill Arborist Equipment & Supply
Sierra Moreno Mercantile Company
Simonds Industries, Inc.
Southco Industries, Inc.
Southeastern Equipment Company
Stihl. Incorporated
SwapLoader, USA Ltd.
Takagi Tools, Inc.
Tamarack Clearing, Inc.
Tanaka
TECO, Inc.
Terex Telelect Inc.
Tilton Equipment Company
Timberwolf Manufacturing Corporation
Time Manufacturing Company
TrafFix Devices, Inc.
Tree Care Industry (TCI)
Tree Care Specialist (TCS)
Tree Health Management
Tree Line Supply Company
Tree Management Systems, Inc.
Tree Tech MicroInjection Systems
USFS/Civilian Conservation Center/Job Corps
Valley Processors, Inc.
Vermeer Manufacturing Company
Wall Safety Products/Div. Wall Industries
Weaver Leather, Inc.
West Coast Shoe Company/Wesco
1999 Winter Management Conference
Wis-Con Total Power Corporation
Wood/Chuck Chipper Corporation
Wood-Mizer Products, Inc.
Woodsmen Chippers
Yale Cordage, Inc.
Zenith Cutter Company
Schedule of Events

Thursday, November 5, 1998

7:30am  REGISTRATION OPENS
Complimentary coffee available

8:30 to 9:45am  KEYNOTE ADDRESS:
COMMERCIAL ARBORICULTURE IN THE REARVIEW MIRROR  - Don Blair
What better way to kick off EXPO than with noted author, lecturer and self-confessed arborist Don Blair. In his inimitable style, he will present an entertaining, sometimes humorous, sometimes serious look at the history of arboriculture and arborists. He will tie that history to the future of the industry.

9:57am  TRADE SHOW OPENS
Don't miss a single booth! Wear your walking shoes, because with over 160 exhibitors, there will be a lot of ground to cover. TCI EXPO is the largest tree care trade show in the nation. If it will make your business more efficient, competitive, productive or profitable, you'll find it here. Plus, we've arranged for plenty of exciting demonstrations ranging from climbing and rigging to cabling and bracing. Check your show program for times and locations. To keep up with the industry, you won't want to miss a single demo.

12:00 Noon  ARBORBUCKS DRAWING - Demonstration Area
Be sure to fill out your entry form and you could be the winner of ARBORBUCKS currency, ARBORBUCKS can be used as cash at any of the participating vendor booths. Here's your chance to win the goods and services you need!

2:00pm  ARBORBUCKS DRAWING - Demonstration Area
It's not too late to enter the drawing. You could be the winner!

4:00pm  TRADE SHOW CLOSES

4:00 to 5:00pm  ADVANCEMENTS IN THE USE OF BIOLOGICALS  - Mike Raupp
Raupp is Professor of Entomology and Chairman of the Department of Entomology at the University of Maryland in College Park, helping to develop, implement and evaluate landscape Integrated Pest Management programs. This presentation will focus on the use of new systemic and microbial insecticides. The proper timing and method of application will be discussed for several key pests, including leaf miners, defoliating caterpillars and beetles, and sucking insects. The relative advantages and disadvantages of these materials, with particular reference to natural enemies, will be discussed.

4:00 to 5:00pm  BUSINESS PLANNING IN 3 EASY STEPS  - Phil Nilsson
There is an old adage, "Businesses don't plan to fail, they fail to plan." Sound planning is the cornerstone of success in small business, yet many tree company owners do not plan adequately. Nilsson possesses a unique combination of knowledge, first-hand experience, and business expertise that make him uniquely qualified to help small business owners. He will present real-world concepts of planning that will better enable you to land the work, do the work and control your bottom line.

6:00 to 7:00pm  WELCOME RECEPTION FOR ALL ATTENDEES AND EXHIBITORS
International Ballroom, Omni Inner Harbor Hotel
Complimentary hors d'oeuvres.
Visit with old friends, make new ones, network, and enjoy an evening of fun with fellow tree care professionals.

Friday, November 6, 1998

7:30am  REGISTRATION OPENS
Complimentary coffee available

8:00 to 9:00am  BACTERIAL LEAF SCORCH: SEARCHING FOR CURES  - Jo-Ann Bentz/Jim Sherald
A little-known, and to this point incurable, disease is killing off hundreds of oaks and elms at the National Mall in Washington, D.C. Drs. Bentz and Sherald, Research Entomologist and Pathologist, respectively, for the National Park Service, will show how the disease is transmitted, how it can be diagnosed, how it works in the tree and what is being done to find a cure. Arborists will also find this knowledge is relevant to other, more common tree diseases they face.

8:00 to 9:00am  LOW PRICE: WHEN TO SAY WHEN  - Phil Nilsson
Just how do you establish your price? Commercial tree care businesses are really in the business of selling time. Nilsson is a business consultant and author with 15 years experience owning a landscape firm. He is considered an expert in job estimating and financial analysis.

9:00am  TRADE SHOW OPENS
Plan on an information-packed day of demonstrations, browsing the newest equipment, technologies and services, and exchanging ideas with your peers. There's no show like TCI EXPO.

9:00 to 9:30am  Coffee Break

9:30 to 10:30am  ADVANCEMENTS IN THE USE OF BIOLOGICALS  - Michael Raupp
(This program is repeated from Thursday. See Thursday's seminar schedule for program description.)
employee training, and show you how to get started. Ash is a professor who can have an effect on tree stability and integrity to give you insight derived from hundreds of OSI seminars. Dr. McGraw is an extension tree specialist in North Carolina. It's not too late to enter the drawing. You could be the winner!

4:00pm to 5:00pm  
**STRESS: FROM THE BRANCHES TO THE ROOTS AND BACK AGAIN** – Phil Wargo

Though it may not be visible, root physiology is greatly affected, directly and indirectly, by above-ground stresses. That altered physiology may predispose the tree to disease or insect attack, or have other profound, long-term effects on overall tree health. Dr. Wargo, Principal Plant Pathologist with the U.S. Forest Service, has spent a distinguished career studying as well as teaching others about the dynamic interaction between roots and the rest of the tree.

4:00pm to 5:00pm  
**CHECKLIST FOR FEDERAL OSHA COMPLIANCE** – Amelia Reinert

Confused about what your company needs to do to comply with OSHA? Reinert is Deputy Executive Director and Director of Governmental Affairs for the National Arborist Association (NAA). She regularly counsels NAA members on how to avoid problems with OSHA as well as how to deal with problems once they have arisen. Take advantage of the collective expertise and insight derived from hundreds of OSHA visits by attending this session.

5:15 to 6:15pm  
**THE FACTS AND FALLACIES ABOUT STORM-PROOFING TREES** – Jim McGraw

Can you treat a tree to withstand a tornado? Of course not! This presentation looks at pruning and other arboricultural practices that can have an effect on tree stability and integrity to give you more ammunition the next time a client asks you to storm-proof trees. Dr. McGraw is an extension tree specialist in North Carolina.

5:15 to 6:15pm  
**EMPLOYEE TRAINING - IS IT WORTH IT?** – Robert Ash

The answer is a resounding YES! Ash will acquaint you with the fundamental principles of managing your employee resource that every company owner must know. look at the various goals and objectives of employee training, and show you how to get started. Ash is a professor at Santiago Canyon College in Orange California and the principal of Ash & Associates, an organizational and training consulting firm.

**Saturday, November 7, 1998**

7:30am  
**REGISTRATION OPENS**

Complimentary coffee available

8:00 to 9:00am  
**MANAGING DRIFT: THE LATEST TECHNOLOGY** – Dr. Bruce Freidrich

Working at Bartlett Labs, Freidrich and his colleagues have undertaken remarkable research to find the causes and cures for pesticide drift. He will review the latest techniques and equipment for treating shade and ornamental trees as well as shrubs.

8:00 to 9:00am  
**EMPLOYEE TRAINING - IS IT WORTH IT?** – Robert Ash

(This program is repeated from Friday. See Friday's seminar schedule for program description.)

9:00am  
**TRADE SHOW OPENS**

This is your last day to see and learn about everything you need to keep your business moving. Be sure to take advantage of all TCI EXPO '98 has to offer!

9:00 to 9:30am  
Coffee Break

9:30 to 10:30am  
**STRESS: FROM THE BRANCHES TO THE ROOTS AND BACK AGAIN** – Phil Wargo

(This program is repeated from Friday. See Friday's seminar schedule for program description.)

9:30 to 10:30am  
**INTERPRETING & USING STANDARDS FOR TREE FERTILIZATION** – Tim Johnson

The ANSI A300 Committee is preparing to publish a standard on the controversial subject of tree fertilization. What will this standard contain, and just what impact will it have on your operation? Who better to tell you than Tim Johnson, practicing arborist and Chairman of the ANSI A300 Committee!

11:00am  
**ARBORBUCKS DRAWING** – Demonstration Area

It's not to late too enter the drawing. You could be the winner!

1:00pm  
**ARBORBUCKS DRAWING** – Demonstration Area

This is your last chance to win! See you in the demo area.

12:30pm  
**ISA Certification Exam Check-In**

To sit for the exam, you must call ISA to preregister at 1-217-355-9411. Application and registration fee must be received at ISA 12 days prior to exam date.

3:00pm  
**TCI EXPO '98 TRADE SHOW CLOSES!**
Getting There...

Driving is Easy...

FROM: ALL POINTS WEST – Hagerstown, Frederick
Route I-70, or Route 40
From either I-70E or Route 40E, enter the Baltimore Beltway (I-695S towards Glen Burnie). Continue on I-695S to I-95 N (Exit 11A) towards New York. Take exit 53 (I-395 Downtown), veer right onto Conway Street and continue to Charles Street. Make a left onto Charles Street. The Convention Center will be 1/2 block on the left side of the street.

FROM: ALL POINTS SOUTH – Washington DC, Alexandria, Richmond, VA
Route 295N or I-95N
Take 295N (Baltimore/Washington Parkway) towards Baltimore. 295N becomes Russell Street. Go past Oriole Park at Camden Yards on your right and turn onto Pratt Street. Continue for 4 blocks and the Convention Center will be on the right side of the street.

FROM: ALL POINTS EAST – Eastern Shore, Annapolis
Route 50W, I-97N
Follow Route 50W to I-97N. Follow I-97N to I-695N towards Baltimore, staying in the right lane. Take exit 7B, 295N (Baltimore/Washington Parkway) towards Baltimore. 295N becomes Russell Street. Go past Oriole Park at Camden Yards on your right and turn right onto Pratt Street. Continue for 4 blocks. The Convention Center will be on the right side of the street.

FROM: ALL POINTS NORTH – New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Delaware
Route I-95S
Follow I-95S to the Fort McHenry Tunnel. Once through the tunnel, take exit 53 (I-395 Downtown), veer right onto Conway Street and continue to Charles Street. Make a left onto Charles Street. The Convention Center will be 1/2 block on the left side of the street.

FROM: ALL POINTS NORTHEAST – York, Harrisburg, PA
I-83 (Harrisburg and Jones Falls Expressway)
Take I-83S towards Baltimore, bear right onto I-695N towards Pikesville and then exit back onto I-83S towards Baltimore. Take the Maryland Avenue exit and continue South. Maryland Avenue will turn in Cathedral Street. Follow to Pratt Street and turn left. The Convention Center will be 1 block on the right side of the street.

Flying...

US Airways
US Airways has been selected as the primary airline for TCI EXPO '98. It is offering special discounted fares to TCI EXPO meeting attendees. To make your reservation, call US Airways Group Reservation Center at 1-800-334-8644 and reference the National Arborist Association's Gold File # 16610298.

Continental Airlines
Continental Airlines has been selected as the alternate air carrier. Special discounts have been arranged on your air transportation. To take advantage of this special offer, please call Continental MeetingWorks Reservations at 1-800-668-7022 and refer to Reference Number NSG.475. If you prefer to use your own Travel Agency, simply ask them to call Continental for the specific pricing offer filed with the above Reference Number and to put the code ZXN6 in the Ticket Designator Box on your ticket. Following these instructions will ensure you receive the best possible price on your ticket.

Airport Transportation...

The BWI Airport Shuttle departs daily from the airport every 30 minutes between 5:45 am to 11:45 pm. The ticket price is $11 one way and $18 round trip. The shuttle departs from the lower level of the airport, and the ticket counter is located between baggage claim areas 3 & 4.

Finding a Hotel Room...

The host hotel for TCI EXPO '98 is the OMNI INNER HARBOR HOTEL located at 101 West Fayette Street (3 blocks from the Convention Center). The OMNI INNER HARBOR HOTEL is offering TCI EXPO '98 attendees a rate of $109 single/double occupancy. Valet parking is available for overnight hotel guests at a daily rate of $14. This includes in and out privileges on a 24-hour basis. Self parking is available on a daily basis at a charge of $9 per day (no in/out privileges). Space is limited, be sure to make your reservation early. This rate will be offered until October 2, 1998. To make your reservation, please call the OMNI INNER HARBOR HOTEL at 1-800-843-6664. Be sure to reference the National Arborist Association/TCI EXPO room block when making your reservations.

Alternative accommodations are available at the Baltimore Hilton and Towers located at 20 West Baltimore Street (3 blocks from the Convention Center). The Baltimore Hilton and Towers will offer TCI EXPO '98 attendees a rate of $99 single/double occupancy. Valet parking is available for overnight hotel guests at a daily rate of $15. This includes in and out privileges on a 24-hour basis. Reservations must be made by October 2, 1998 in order to guarantee this preferred rate. To reserve your room, please call the hotel at 1-888-466-4644 and be sure to reference the National Arborist Association/TCI EXPO room block.

Additional accommodations are available at the Days Inn Inner Harbor located across the street from the Baltimore Convention Center. The address for the Days Inn is 100 Hopkins Place, Baltimore, Maryland. The Days Inn will offer TCI EXPO '98 attendees a rate of $80 single/double occupancy. Parking is available for overnight guests. Reservations must be made by October 3, 1998 in order to guarantee this preferred rate. To reserve your room, please call the hotel direct at 1-410-576-1000 and be sure to reference the National Arborist Association/TCI EXPO room block.

SEMINAR REGISTRATION CANCELLATIONS

All seminar registration cancellations must be received in writing at the National Arborist Association office. Cancellations received on or before October 23, 1998, will receive a full refund less a $25 administrative fee. Fees cannot be refunded after October 23, however you are welcome to send a replacement. No telephone cancellations will be accepted.

REGISTRATION

Early Bird registrations must be received by October 2, 1998. Registrations received after October 2, 1998, not complying with the appropriate fees, will be billed accordingly. A $10 TRADE SHOW ENTRANCE FEE will be charged after October 23. Registration is required to obtain your admission badge. Everyone is required to wear a badge issued by the National Arborist Association to enter the exhibit hall and all seminars. Be sure to pre-register to avoid long lines at the registration area.

EXHIBIT HALL HOURS

Thursday, November 5, 1998
9:57am - 4:00pm
Friday, November 6, 1998
9:00am - 4:00pm
Saturday, November 7, 1998
9:00am - 3:00pm
REGISTRATION FORM

REGISTRATION INFORMATION

Name ____________________________
Title ____________________________
Company __________________________
Address __________________________
City __________________ State ______ Zip ______
Phone ______ Fax ______
Signature __________________ Date __________

Is your company an NAA Member Firm? □ Yes □ No

SERVICES: □ Please check here if you require special accommodations to fully participate. Attach a written description of your needs.

3 EASY WAYS TO REGISTER

Fax your completed form to 603/672-2613.
Our fax line is open 24 hours a day.

Phone 1-800-733-2622, 8:00 am - 5:00 pm Eastern Time.

Mail your completed form with payment to:
NAA
PO Box 1094
Amherst, NH 03031-1094

SEMINARS

Check the box beside each seminar you wish to attend. Be careful not to pick two seminars at the same time. Count the number of seminar hours indicated next to the seminar titles. Record this number in the space marked total seminar hours.

GOLD CARD

If you are attending 5 or more seminars and register by October 2, BUY GOLD!

To purchase the GOLD CARD, which will give you unlimited access to all educational sessions and the Trade Show, check YES in the box below, enter $175 in the total cost line and you're done!

I wish to buy a Gold Card registration.
□ Yes □ No

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 5

□#1 - 8:30am Commercial Arboriculture in the Rearview Mirror .......... 1 Hour
□#2 - 4:00pm Advancements in the Use of Biologicals ....................... 1 Hour
□#3 - 4:00pm Business Planning in 3 Easy Steps .......................... 1 Hour

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 6

□#4 - 8:00am Bacterial Leaf Scorch: Searching for Cures .............. 0 Hour
□#5 - 8:00am Low Price: When to Say When ............................... 1 Hour
□#6 - 9:30am Advancements in the Use of Biologicals ..................... 1 Hour
□#7 - 9:30am Checklist for Federal DOT Compliance ..................... 1 Hour
□#8 - 4:00pm Stress: from the Branches to the Roots and Back Again ..... 1 Hour
□#9 - 4:00pm Checklist for Federal OSHA Compliance .................... 1 Hour
□#10 - 5:15pm The Facts and Fallacies about Storm-proofing Trees ...... 1 Hour
□#11 - 5:15pm Employee Training - Is it Worth It? ......................... 1 Hour

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 7

□#12 - 8:00am Managing Drift: the Latest Technology ................. 0 Hour
□#13 - 8:00am Employee Training - Is it Worth It? ......................... 1 Hour
□#14 - 9:30am Stress: from the Branches to the Roots and Back Again ...... 1 Hour
□#15 - 9:30am Interpreting & Using Standards for Tree Fertilization .... 1 Hour

TOTAL SEMINAR HOURS ___________

CALCULATE YOUR COST

BASIC COSTS: Multiply your total seminar hours by $48 and enter the amount on the basic cost line.

DISCOUNTS: Deduct $3 per seminar if you register prior to the Early Bird Deadline, October 2, 1998.
Deduct $6 per seminar if you are registering an additional person from your organization.

TRADE SHOW ENTRANCE FEE
□ by October 23, 1998 - FREE
□ after October 23, 1998 - $10.00 (FREE with paid seminar)

TOTAL COST: Subtract your discounts from your Basic Cost line.

Do you wish to receive NAA Membership Info? □ Yes □ No
Do you wish to receive a complimentary subscription to Tree Care Industry (TCI) Magazine? □ Yes □ No

You must complete all of the information below to receive your subscription:

Business/Industry: (Please check one that applies) □ Tree Service □ Landscape Contractor □ Governmental Entity
□ Property Mgmt. □ Consulting Firm □ Utility □ School/University □ Other: __________

Purchasing Authority: (please check one that applies) □ Approve □ Recommend

PAYMENT PROCESSING

□ Payment Enclosed □ MasterCard/Visa

AMOUNT $__________

CARD NO ___________ EXP. DATE ___________

NAME ____________________________ (as it appears on your card)

See Reverse Side for Special Membership Offer
BACK BY POPULAR DEMAND...

ARBORBUCKS!

There will be two drawings for at least $250 in ARORBUCKS on the Trade Show floor. Drawings will be held on Thursday and Friday at 12:00 NOON and 2:00pm and Saturday at 11:00am and 1:00pm. ARORBUCKS can be used the same as cash to make purchases from participating vendors at the show. There is no cost to enter the drawing, and the chances of winning are fantastic!

ARBORBUCKS—just one more reason to join us at TCI EXPO '98.

Be sure to look for these ARORBUCKS participants:
- Aerial Lift, Inc.
- Agapé Designs
- American Arborist Supplies Inc.
- ArborSystems, LLC
- Asplundh Tree Expert Co.
- Bailey's
- Bandit Industries, Inc.
- Bartlett Manufacturing Company
- John Bean Sprayers
- Bone Safety Signs
- Buckingham Mfg. Co., Inc.
- CNA Commercial Insurance
- Creative Automation Solutions
- First Sierra Financial, Inc.
- Green Mountain Outfitters
- Growtech, Inc.
- Growth Products, Ltd.
- The Hartford
- Husqvarna Forest & Garden Co.
- Karl Kuehmerling, Inc.
- National Arborist Association
- National Insurance Programs (NIP)
- Northeastern Arborist Supplies
- Peavey Manufacturing Co.
- Practical Solutions, Inc.
- Rayco Manufacturing, Inc.
- Reading Body Works, Inc.
- SawJammer Co., LLC
- Shelter Tree, Inc./Tree Care Products
- Takagi Tools, Inc.
- Tree Line Supply Co.
- Valley Processors, Inc.
- Vermeer Manufacturing Company
- Weaver Leather, Inc.
- Woodsman
- Zenith Cutter Company

Join the National Arborist Association
Now

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF 15% SHOW AND ADDITIONAL MEMBER DISCOUNTS

FEATURED MEMBERSHIP BENEFITS ARE:
- Business Management Guideline Book on "How to Run a Successful Business"...Two Monthly Newsletters for Industry Information with Hotline Questions of the Month and Government Affairs Topics (One year FREE subscription of TREEWORKER)...Use of Registered Logo...Discounted Prices...Free Internet Advertising...Monthly Media Press Releases...Training Programs...Climber's Guide to hazard Trees...Toll-Free Hotline for your concerns or business needs...Low Credit Card Processing Fees...Marketing Materials...Representation in Washington...FREE copy of A300 Pruning Standards & Z133 Safety Standards...and more!

To join, simply fill out the application and send it in with a check for $150 initial dues along with proof of insurance, or call Charlotte Carrier at the NAA office for more details at 1-800-733-2622.

Firm Name: ____________________________

UPS Mailing Address: ____________________________

City: ____________________________ State: ____________ Zip: ____________

Telephone: (____) ____________ Fax: (____) ____________

Name of company owner: ____________________________

Type of Business:
- Residential
- Commercial
- Line Clearance
- Both

# of Employees________________

Special first year dues: $150. Your annual dues for subsequent years will be based on your firm's tree care-related sales. Call for further details. Membership starts when you submit certificates of insurance for general liability and workers' compensation as applicable in your state OR a certificate of bondability and proof of Business Registration or Incorporation.

- Check enclosed
- Visa
- Mastercard

Account# ____________________________ Exp. ____________

Cardholder's Signature: ____________________________

We will contact you upon receipt of your application.

Thank you for becoming a part of the NAA.
Offer expires December 31, 1998

GROW YOUR BUSINESS!